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JournalismDepartment
Gets MacIntosh Lab By Kim Y. Weber
. studentsbeginningjournalism
This semester at Baruch this semester bad first priority
College, the journalism, busi- tobeassignedtothejoumalism
ness journalism, and graphic lab, so they will be.able to have
arts students are gettinghands anopportunityearlyon in their By Rafael Olmeda
on experience in writing, edit- careers,by developing skills in
In her most extensive public
iDg,andgraphicdesignintheir the lab room. Intennediate address to date, AmngPresinew computer lab.
and advanced journalism stu- dent Joyce Brown vowed to '
The students work on the dentS, graphic ,students and "make 'decisions which go
-MaclntoshSEl30 computer proFessors iISonave'aCcess to 'against tim grainor'eommon
system. There
twenty the lab.
.
expectations.The main advantage, the
·Brown made ,the statement
- computers in the lab. At the
college-wide compu~ budget students(as well asprofessors) in a speech delivered on Sepmeeting, the committee mer- have, is now they can write tember '27 in the 23rd Street
ited an award to Baruch's and edit quickly. Journalism . ADditoriwn to the faculty of
jOUl"pAlism department for t_ll~e_stu~dentshave to move at a fast Baruch College. Among those
newcomputerlab, feelingtbey pace and the computers allow in attendance were Samuel
had the most need.
them to dotbat.
Johnson, vice president for
Professor Roslyn Bernstein,
AmJrding to Bernstein, be- student development, -and
the head of the journalism de- fore the Sp'oCthe art-lab, the DonaIdSmi~chairmanoCthe
partmentsays, -rhemaingoal students had to work on educationdepertment..
of our lab is to provide, our manual typewriters~ There
Admo~tbatherterm
students with professional were twenty to twenty-five is limited; BrOwn 8aii, -II} am
bands on training in writing, _typewriters and ten to ,twelVe determiDed, with your help, to editing anti drip to enhance were constantly breaking. set goa1s and -chart a ccune
their
opportunities." -rhia is a very eompetitive that Will steer an already'
BemsteiD comments that all wwld, we want our paduates stuJDgin8titUtiOnt.onew-'imd

Acting President Addresses Baruch Faculty

are

eareer

higher ground,"
Smith, whose name has come
up previously as a possible
candidate for the presidency,
said, ~ think she WIll be taken
serioasly bymanymemeere ef
the faculgr.- He also commended Brown's -strong commitment toaftbmativeaction."
Brown mentioned two COJD.mi~wbichsbebelieves will
help Baruch achieve its goals
of fUlfi1ling the eom1Ditmemn~t--'---1EJ1-lill&-CQU8i~~l-W'DO.I~-----made to the Middle States
Association of Colleges and
School. when Baruch's accreditation was renewed.
'nle-fim, a strategic planning
comDri.sion to be h.-ded. by
thepl'OVOBt, woultl-splcnand
analyze- a broad spa:trum or
i"UB8 th8t have be«n. troublingtotbe academic b8althcf
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Staffin the Office ofthe Vice
President for Student Development, room 1702, 360 Park
Avenue South, are available to
help explain the various programs to you. Brochures may
also be obtained from the
Medical Office (room 305, 155
E. 24th Street) and the International Student Office (room
536, 155 E. 24th Street).

The Library will be holding
workshops on searching the
ABI CDROM throughout the
month ofOctober. Registration
will take placeat the sixth floor
reference desk in the Library
in the 24th Streetbuilding. The
workshops will be held in room
426 of the same building and
are open to both graduate and
undergraduate students. ABI
is a compact disk containing
abstracts of business, nonprofit, and public sector journals.
Information on the exact
times of the workshops is
available at the library's reference desk.

Ombudsman
Internships
~

A voluntary one semester
intern program for New York's
college and graduate students
in the Department of State's
regional ombudsman office has
been announce for the fall semester. Interns may earn
possible credits for helping
regional representatives adStudent
minister Governor Cuomo's
Group Health
Ombudsman Program across
the state. The program helps
Insurance
citizens with questions or
problems they are having with
Several group health insur- the state government.
ance programs are available to
Responsibilities ~include
Baruch students. These pro- handling telephone inquiries,
grams are voluntary and vary making contact with state
in their costs and benefits pro- agencies on the client's behalf,
visions. These programs also research, and occasional onvaryin therequirementoffull- site inspections. For further
time enrollment status.
information, contact the DeFull-time undergraduate and partment of State, 270 Broadgraduate students may enroll way, New York, NY 10007 or
in either of the two health in- call 212-587-5760
surance options coordinated by
Empire Blue CrosslBlue
Shield. Both options provide Resume Writing
coverage for preexisting condi- Workshop

Continued from Front Page
to be able to eompete -success-

tation, tuition, and maintenance for one academic year.
Applicants must be United
States citizens at the time of
application, and must generally holda bachelor's degree or
its equivalent before the beginning date of the grant. In
most cases, the applicantsmust
also be proficient in the language of the host country.
Creative and performing
artistsare not required to have
a bachelor's degree, but must
have four years professional
studyorequivalentexperience.
,
Application forms and further information for students
currently enrolled at Baruch
may be obtained from Carl
Kirschner in room 1702, 360
Park Avenue South. Application deadline is October 15.

Elie Wiesel Prize
in Ethics'
The Elie Wiesel Foundation
for Humanityis sponsoring The
Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics essay contest. It is intended to
challenge undergraduate senior students nationwide to
give attention to and analyze
the ethical questionsandissues
facing them in a complex and
ever changing world. Submitted essays must be between
3,000 and 4,000 words, and
must also be nonfiction prose.
The essay may be developed
from any point ofview and can
be in the form of a case study,
a personal experience, or -an
analysis that is philosophical,

fully - and that means not
manual typewriters, but computers," Bernstein says. The
lab was worked on duringJuly
and August. The plan for the
lab was conceived two years
ago.
Professor Charles Riley, who
teaches journalism classes in
the new lab, says, "It's not just
wri ting, by the way. It's also
editing. We have some really
good copy editing and editing
coursesin the department, and

Continued from Front Page

Associate Dean Ron Aaron

Medical Office Reports
Satisfactory Response
to Immunization Rule
Sophomores and Juniors Show Low Compliance
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August29, 1990, and those who
failed to cooperate would not
be allowed to register for the
Fall 1990 semester.
That deadline created "a last
minute Panic" says Associate
,

,

Sports
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I think that any journalism
worth its salt is also an editing
course."
Riley says the advantage for
him as a teacher is that he can
watch his students in action
and intervene when needed.
To him, the most important
aspect of a good journalism
course is the student learning
to execute a solid article.
The advantage for the studentsis notonlylearningabout
journalism, but in the process
learninga computerlanguage,
Microsoft Word.

There may be a downside to
having a classroom full of'eomputers. Riley asked, "Does
technology necessarily mean a
loss ofindividuation?" He answered his own question by
sayingthatoneofhisbestjournalism students assured him
that students who become acquainted to writing on computers will not be robbed of
their identity or individuality.
At the moment, the printers
were damaged when they were
delivered. This is only a temporary drawback. The stu-

dents eventually will have the puter -with the k~yboa¥d' reprinters as well.
tailsfor$3,37&50andanaddiBaruch students and profes- tional $417.00 for the cost of
sors are enjoying the new lab. the Image Writer II printer.
Riley says, "The computers Frank Conti, an account expsyched us all up, and hope- ecutive for Personal Computer
fully we will stay that way for Services, Inc. says, "It happens
a while.".
to be one ofthe finest computThe Macintosh SEl30 com- ers on the market."

Bookstore Pricing Policies Investigated

By Ronke A. Idowu
The response of Baruch College students to the immunizationlawsrequiringproofofa
second measlesvaccination has
not been complete, according
to the Medical Office. A large
number of students' records
remain undocumented on the
college files.
tions. One program provides
"The overall response was
for the dependent option. The
his~biographiea4soci~
good,~urseBarbra
. The Placement. Office of the
enrollment periOd for tbese
School of Liberal Arts and logical, theological, psycho- Marx. The college received
options will run through OcSciences (PASS) is sponsoring logical, etc. Students are en- 10,000tol1,OOOrecordsbefore
tober and will not reopen until
a workshop on Resume Writ- couraged to raise questions, the fall semester, with only
March, 1991.
ing on Thursday, October 4 at single out issues, and identify sophomores and juniors anOne additional program,
swering poorest, according to
1 p.m. It will be held in room dilemmas.
underwritten by Equitable
The
program
is
open
to
unMarx.
1504, 17 Lexington Avenue.
Life, is open to all part-time
"Sophomores andjuniors win
The workshop is designed to dergraduate senior students.
and full-time students.
assist students with all facets Essays must be submitted on be sentletters reminding them
Students.are encouraged to
ofresume writing. It is part of OOhalfofastudentbyacollege to getthisinfonnation in." says
assess their health insurance
a series of workshops offered administrator, faculty advisor, Marx.
needs and carefully compare
orfacuItymember. FirstPrize
In the spring of 1989, New
over the fall semester.
the programs offered.
is $5,000; second prize is York State passed a law statIn addition, a limited pre$3-,000; ~rd prize is $2j)OO. ~ing..jhat I!lLkinderg..arten~and
ventative dental care program,
Toobtainanentryfonn, write post elementary school stuStu-Dent, sponsored by the
to the Elie Wiesel Prize in dents must have two measles,
NYU School ofDentistlyisalso
The J.William Fulbright Ethics, care of:
mumps and rubella shots 00available. This program is Foreign Scholarships Board The ElieWiesel Foundation for fore attending classes for the
limited to oral examinations, x announces that the 1991-1992 Humanity"
following semester.
rays, cleanings, the filling of competition for grants for 666 Fifth Avenue, 11th Floor
Baruch College sent letters
cavities, and emergency care. graduate study abroad offered
New York, NY 10103.
to all stucfents in April of 1989
Students enrolled in this pro- under the Fulbright Program
Application deadline is De- notifying them ofthe new law.
gram will be offered a 10 per- and by foreign governments, cember 28, 1990. Winners will The letter explained situations
cent discount on the NYU universities, and private dobe announced byMarch 1,1991 where some students would be
dental clinic rates for any ad- nors will close on October 31, and will be notified by regis- exempted by age, anyone born
ditional work that may be 1990. Most ofthe grants offered
tered mail.
before January 1, 1957, a
needed.
provide round-trip transpormedical condition, i.e. pregnancy, and for religious beliefs,
with the understanding that
those who are exempt will not
be allowed to attend school
should an outbreak occur. The
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New ~5intosh Computer Lab Installed
ABICDROM
Workshop
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Aaron. Many students tried to
attain their immunization
records from elementary
schools over the summer, when
many of these institutions are
closed. In addition, clinics
across the city were overwhelmed with students this
summer making compliance
more difficult.

"The medical office received
calls from students, parents
and doctors," says Aaron, "this
law was a violation of college
rules and regulations and
would disturb financial aid for
some students."
This deadline extension was
necessary for Baruch students

reports ofbookstores charging
200 to 300 percent more than
the suggested retail price," he
said. "I was enraged because I
have great students making
real sacrifices to make their
college expenses- eating baloney sandwiches for lunch, if
they get lunch- and these
scoundrels are sticking it to
them like that. It's disgusting."
Tryon maintains that the
bookstore follows standard
pricing guidelines. He went on
to explain that textbooks are
priced by two methods, the
publisher's list price, or the
suggested retail price. In the

case of the list price, the publisher providesa net price, and
by industry standards, the
bookstore makes about 25 percent profit on books priced this
way. Tryon also said that the
bookstore usually adopts the
suggested retail price of the
publisher. "VIe pass no other
costs to the student population
other than the basic margin in
the industry," he says.
The Associate Dean of Students, Ronald Aaron, says
"Brennan has al ways responded to our concerns and
historically they have done a
decent job." He maintained
that there is no indication that
the style of operation of

Brennan will alter as a result
ofthe takeover. "The publishers have basically been the
culprit," he says. Aaron also
said that the bookstore has
been very flexible but also
noted that the company is in
business to make profits.
In another development, the
bookstore installed a credit
card machine after a DSSG
suggestion. Shum says that it
was a response to student demands and that this has been
very convenient since most
students caiTied credit cards~
"This is a service to the c~nege
at our cost, we did not pass the
costs to the students," says
Tryon.

Samuel Johnson, vice president for student deoelopement

Child Care Center Opens
The current center is not
Baruch's first attempt at providingchildcare services. BickDugan states that five years
prior to her involvement with
the project, Met Life approached Baruch with their
own proposal, which was
turned down.

A more recent attempt invOl~ajoint-venture,witb_the

because the college medical
office is not equipped to pro-

Veteran~sAdmjnistration

vide shots for-.the thousands
who attend the college.
"We are not staffed like New
York University or Cornell to
administer shots, our medical
office has one doctor who is at
the college three times a week,
,one nurse and secretary," says

The-Btate UiUversity of New
York School of Optometry.
~e ran into real trouble,"
Johnson explains, "because
apparently, legally, you can't
mingle, or mix, state tax levy
funds and federal funds. The
VA had space, but they had no
money to do renovations. We
had the money, but they
couldn't take it because it was
state tax money."

Aaron.
Baruch has presently extended its immunization
deadline to November 1,1990
for full-time students, andJuly
1.2....1991 for part-time students.
"International students will
have a longer time frame. The
targeted group are those who
attended the Fall 1989 and
Spring 1990semesters who are
currently full-time." says
Aaron.
The letters ofreminder were
mailed to students on Thursday, September 27, 1990 and
should be received within the
first two weeks of October. If
students do not adhere to the
present deadline they may face
expulsion.
"It's too early to tell," says
Aaron regarding the possibili ty ofexpulsion, "The law reads
who entered this fall have a
grace period of 60 days, next
year the law cuts down the
grace period to 45 days. Students should follow compliance," says Aaron.
The New York State laws
want students to be dropped
from school who exceed the 6090 day limit.
Current information regarding the location of sites where
immunization for measles,
mumps, and rubella are available- by calling the immunization hotline at (212) 349-2264.
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The Professionlll Advantage

(800) 777-EXAM

lSAT/GMAT/GRElMCAT/CPA

(800) 777-EXAM

YOU MAKE THE CHOICEI

Please send me:
• Course information
• Passmaster Software information
• Copy ofthe latest CPA exam
• Job. Hunters Guide

Send me information:
LSAT
MCAT Clip this ad and receive a
GMAT
GRE
$150 tuition discount.!

Make the CPA EXAM a once in a life time experience!

Bar/Bri Professional Testing centers
....-.........r-r-c~innth AVenow, Suite 143, New \"ork, .•

Clip this ad and receive a $250 tuition discount!

Conviser Duffy CPA Review
415 seventh Avenue, Suite 143, New \York,
N.Y. 10001
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eagerlyjoined and waged with
vigor. Of that I am already
sure. How we engage in these
debates is ofsome significance
to the good health of this institution,
For my part this I know to be
It is my honor to be your
My efforts to lead Baruch in true. Inherent in my position
acting president. I have spent the comingyear will surely pale as the president is the responthe last four weeks immersing in comparison to the contribu- sibility to lead; to make decimyselfin the cul ture and spirit, tion that so many of you have sions. In the year ahead, I will
and learning the facts and re- made onbehalfofyour students surely make decisions which
alities of this place. I look over the years. Your commit- go against the grain ofcommon
forward to the rest of the year mentto teaching, your devotion expectations. And, in more
with anticipation and enthu- to Baruch College, and your than a few instances; some of
Sl~• •
passion for excellence have set us are not going to agree.
I begin with words ofthanks. a standardfor the entire CUNY
In the course of this collaboI wish to extend my personal system.
rative decision-making process
thanks to the many ofyou who
Yet, I am a person of some I will be guided by two inexhave gone out of your way to determination. I am deter- tricably linked objectives: to
make me feel welcomed.. You mined, with your help, to set preserve Baruch's reputation
have been patientin answering goals and chart a course that as a bastion of academic exmy questions, wise in your will steer an already strong cellence; and to make this inopinion and counsel, and sen- institution to new and higher stitution more accessible to and
sitive to my responsibilities to ground. I have every intention more representative· of the
this office and the University ofleaving my successor an on- . larger community' which we
_ during this time of transition. going program of excellence. serve.
If there is anyone to whom a
Achieving these goals will be
The year ahead cannot be a
first thanks must be extended, year ofinertia or inattention to all the more difficult in the
it is to my immediate prede- the needs and concerns of this midst of the current fiscal cricessor Joel Segall. President community.
sis. We must manage change
Segall's contribution to the
This college has received its in the context of a regional
Baruch community during his reaccreditationeconomic downturn; at a time
a
thirteen years as president has reaccreditation it richly de- when Albany has shown no
been enormous. It goes with- serves. But it is our obligation, willingness to understand the
out saying that Baruch is the and good faith requires us, to real burden imposed on this
flagship of the CUNY system fulfill the basic commitments college by the current fiscal
because of President Segall's made to the Middle States situation. This college has alunstinting commitment to ex- Association of Colleges and ready taken real cuts in our
cellence.
Schools. The implementation budget, We should take no
I believe it is important for of these commitments cannot more.
me to state the obvious. I am and should not wait until the
This college is ultimately our
an acting president. In spite of arrival of a new president.
students. They are unique,
what some ofyou suspect and,
Byits very nature an interim diverse, multi-cultural, enerin some cases, what you have period such as ours causes getic, and smart. . They are
been told erroneously, I am uncertainty, concern, even men and women who hustle;
here only for one year. My unease. I also recognize- that New Yorkers striving for opterm is fixed. My mandate is a there are divisions within this portuni ty and success.'- They
short one. I share with the community regarding the di- have the same aspirations as
board of trustees a deep belief rection of this institution. In generations of students who
In the integrity of the Search the year ahead there will be have gone before them. Our
process, and one is now un- many on-going debates about task is to hel p them reach their
derway to find a new and per-. the goals anddireotions of'this . goals.
We begin by maintaining
manent president.
'college. These debates will be

Excerpts From Joyce Brown's
Address to the Faculty

academic excellence. IfBaruch
is theirfirst choice in the CUNY
system it is because Baruch is
first in academic excellence. It
is not my intention to allow the
diminution of Baruch's hardearned reputation. Any lowering ofacademic standards in
the name of a false sense of
democracy would be an injustice to our students.
We do not have to lower
economic standards to lower
the level ofacademic confusion .
which surrounds our academic
guidance system, our appeals
and probation process, academic articulation between
and among our schools, and
our level ofacademic retention.
To that end, I have asked the
provost to head a strategic
planning committee which will
draw its membership from a
wide cross-section of faculty
and administration, to explore
and analyze a broad spectrum
of issues that have become
troubling to ithe academic
health of this institution.
I have also asked the vice
president for student development to head a retention task
force, and I will expect the workof these committees to reinforce each other. While the
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mandate of the retention task
force will be broader than only
this, I expectthere will be some
recommendations for appropriate interventions which will
provide renewed expectations
for success, once Ahe probationary period has passed for
those students who, despite our
best efforts, find themselves in
academic difficulty.
John Gardner, the noted
educator and author, made a
statement which describes our
moment in history: "What we
face is a series of great opportunities which confront us
brilliantly disguised as insurmountable problems." Our
task, and I ask you to join me,
is to seize these opportunities
and to make this a better place.
to teach and to learn; to seize
these opportunities - to move
beyond absolutes and inertia
-to see change as opportunity
- to recognize that diversity
and excellence are all part of
the same weave - in short, to
have a larger vision ofwhat we
can become; and to be "more
than we are today. That, I
believe, is Baruch College's
heritage as well as its future.
Thank you.
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To work for CPA midtown Manhattan 1015 hours a week: You willleam and do
corporate and partenership accounting and
taxation, payroll taxes, write-ups and
individual taxes. You must be an exceptional student requiring minimum supervision and have had basic accounting
through trial balances and statement
preparation.

•

. Call (212) 964-2528

Ticker Classifieds

Succ.. . . . .
For over 100 years, the American Institute of Certified Public
. -- Accountants-has been ·the-professional organization -committed to - impacting the future of the accounting profession. As an accounting
professional at the AICPA, you will apply your educational
accomplishments and technical abilities to areas such as Professional
Ethics, ePE, Examinations and Quality Review.

--

To what degree do you measure success? If you are a CPA and are
currently__a candidate for a Masters Degree! and the A ICPA, sounds like.__
the next logical step, ~e invite you to send a letterdetailing your
background to our Recruiting Administrator, Human Resources

AICPA, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036.

A/CPA

American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
An equal opportunuv empiover

Enthusiastic individual or
Earn quick cash from
student organization to proexciting new product every
mote Spring Break destination store keeper needs choose
foi-199f~-Eam-comm-issrons,- work-hc)urs-fhat fifyour- -_.
free trips and valuable work
schedule.
experience. Apply now!!! Call
Contact Mr. Boreman
Student Travel Service
212-254-9851
1-800-265-1799 ask for Tom We are right near Baruch
.---

"

!

"They" are the folks who bri~g you the GRE. 'They" designed their test
v.ery carefully to make it tough on you. ..
. .
..
,
What"They" didn't count on wasStanley H. Kaplan. You see, we ve been
prepping students for the ·GRE from day one. We can teach you how to master
skills quickly. How and when to guess intelligently. How to pace yourself so
you don't spend too much time on one problem..
_.
When you take Kaplan Prep, you 'll learn to .thmk like the t,~st m~kers.
Except for one thing, of course. You'll like us a lot better than They do.

,
"

Classes Start Soon In Manhattan.
Call Now!
(212) 977-8200

,,---
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CAMPUS REP. WANTED
ad. $10 per column inch, TO RUN SKI AND SPRING
PRE-PAID!!!!! Send to
BREAK TRIPS FOR FREE
Ticker Classifieds, 137 E.22 TRAVEL OR COMMISSt. Box 442, New York,
SION. CALL SNON.Y. 10010
.
SEARCH 413-533-1600
W!lIIIlftrecdl: Your classified

For the location nearest you, call800-KAP.:.fEST
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A Revolutionary Style

Established In 1932

Baruch College finally has a child care raise the student activities' fee by five
facility in the Student Center. This would dollars. Part ofthis money was supposed
be good news to students who are also to go to child care.
, parents, ifthe facility could accommodate
It is not the time for blame, however. It
a relatively large number of children. is probable that the reason many stuHowever, the center is simply too small. dents did not actively demand child care
It can only handle five children. There is that they were too busy. They were too
are legitimate reasons for this.
busy raising their children. They were
For the past two years, certain members too busy working. They were too busy
of the administration have been actively being students: Indeed, their mability to
seeking child care services for the college. lobbyfor child care underscores their need
This was done in spite of the lack of for it.
demand expressed by students.. Put
Last year there was no child care. This
simply, parents have not been motivated year we have it. And those who were
to seek adequate facilities. They haven't active in its 'development are'the ones
been angry enough. They haven't been who will be benefittingfrom it. 'That is not
loud enough. They haven't being putting necessarily fair to all students. It is time
enough pressure on the administration to act. It is time- for parents to demand
to meet their needs.
what every other CUNY campus has. Another contributing factor was last adequate child care services for a large
semester's rejection ofthe referendum to number of students.

~Tonl

To the Editor:
This is a short congratulatory note addressed to Tony Medina,
who truly pushed the English language to its limits in his latest
editionof"CuttingEdgeoftheCulturalRevolution"(Sept.19,1990
issue) .
Most style books and grammar guides recommend keeping
sentences to an average of 25 words for clarity and ease of
reading. Mr. Medina, however, pulled off the feat of crafting a
105-wor~ (yes, I counted) sentence (2nd graf, 2nd sentence) in
, only the special way that he can.
-.
Mr. Medina uses a word three times to denote, I presume, " a
course ofstudy." The word used, curricular, is the adjectivefonn
of the noun, curriculum, you really meant to use Mr. Medina.
,
( Curricular can't be used as a noun.)
Of course, the two points above should be ignored by all
progressive "writers & fighters" because these rules were established by officers ofthe white supremist curriculum. We can
assume these rules were created to chain down the creative pens
of progressivewriters of color (as distinguished from writers of
non-color); these writers obviously don"t need to write clearly,
concisely and grammatically correct, as Mr. Medina's prose
demonstrates because they're on a mission.

Colavito

editor-in-chief

MariaK.. Uu
managing editor

Peter Gonedes
production man~r

Rafael Olmeda
news editor

Boris Loach
RObeMBymes
co-perspectives editors

Rafael A. Martinez
op-ed editor

Mickey Kramer

Kenneth Brown

sports editor

A Step Back?

Ben Lee
advertising manager

To the Editor:
An article in the September 5th Ticker, "Study Finds Minority
Promotion Rates Comparable to Whites", discusses the findings
of an "unreleased and unofficial report" that contends that"
African-American, Hispanic and Asian-American teaching staff
members experienced similar rates ofreterition to, and higher of
promotion than white faculty members."
The article admits that "the paucity in the numbers ofminority
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Lisa A. Bress' ..
art director

Roberta Ransaw
usmess manager

Lying Down."

validity of any comparison..." However, many will not get that
far. Many, rather most, will only see the headline and the
accompanying table.
What is worse, is that since the report is "unreleased and
unofficial" no one can ~etacopytocheckeither its veracity, or its
methodology. However, the Tic~er, in printing the story about
the.study has~ineffect, rel~~~d, i~jingj!1.&.fjn4i!l~~~ht~h_~~
one can challenge since the report Is'unreleased and unofficial".
(If the study was not released then how did the writer get his
copy? Ifhe ~ote it without seeing a copy, then that is stranger
still.)
Similarly, in the September 19th Ticker there is a Table that
indicates that the retention rate of Baruch students is higher
than the national average. Where does the table come from
students is higher than the national average. Where does the
tabie come from? The caption says it is from " an unpublished
paper written by Eva Eagl." How the paper can be unpublished
when its findings appear in the newspaper, is again a mystery.
What is even more mysterious is: who is Eva Eagl? We are not
provided with not oneclue as to this person's identity.
...
On the same page there is a very long piece, "Middle States
Recommendations Elicit Fears: Lower Standards in School of
Business?", in which highly placed college officials explain' why
it would hurt us to comply with the Middle states directives.
The not-so-subtle message of all of this is that there is need to
increase the numbers of Black and Latino faculty, or improve
student retention as Middle states has directed us, and we have
agreed, to do. Furthennore, if we did we'd only damage the
standing of this institution.
Is someone orchestrating a campaign to manipulate public
opinion at Baruch? What do you think?

Holly Hhtman
. assistant editor

Roslyn Bernstein

- - Ailsa Solomon" .
consultants
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"1 don't think that any children's center should be
next to a video arcade. "
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Racially Speaking

The Dagger of Racism

in mind another look should be
taken at the question of raeIsm.
Racism is discrimination
based on race. The purpose
being to separate people of
different color economically,
socially, politicallyandin other
ways so that one people is
disadvantaged. It is therefore
absurd to try to remove racism
from the Howard Beach and
Bensonhurst conflicts by substituting non-belongingness.
Some might argue that the

then created and used to justifYcontinuedseparation.Such
actions are racist. There are
no other words to describe such.
Thus community separation
based on the common characteristic of color gradually become racist separation as exemplifiedby the Howard Beach
and Bensonhurst conflicts.
No oneshould for a moment
think that by using the Howard
Beach and Bensonhurst cases
I am advancing the view that
racism is perpetrated only by
whites. Any people who practice separation with the intention of separating based on
color is racist. However, anyone--who .is Interitional ly
wrongfully accuses someone of
racist actions is himlherself
practicing racism. The case of
Tawana Brawley is a classic
example ofthat kind ofracism.
Since Tawana and her
family, under the advice of
counsel, refused to tell their
version of the story the public
had no choice but to disbelieve
their accusation. All sympathy felt for the "poor wronged
young black. girl" dissipated

those who desperately ~ant to
miss it.
The Howard Beach and
Bensonhursc conflicts helped
to uncover another phenomenon on which everyone before,

set up around people who
shared a common characteristic, that is race and a concenti-ation of people of the same
color in the same area is not an
expression of racism but of

advisors took on the mantle of
"perpetrators ofracist actions."
By dismissing the case
againstthose accusedthe court
in effect was saying that the
actions charged never took

was not a racial problem but
they.did not belong to this
community" The right think-

reason for the racial separationbecomesblurredovertime
and stereotypes are usually

convinced though: that something took place on thenightin
Continuedon Page 9

By Stephen R. Jones .
. With the Howard Beach and
Bensonhurst cases still vivid
in the minds of New Yorkers,
and with the resolution of the
Central Park jogger ~e it is
clear that .racial harmony is
the ever elusive goal of very
few who strive exceedingly
hard against insurmountable
odds while racial division is '
being more aggressively pursued by those who have decided that they have waited'
too long for the resolution of
the race question.
The naive view that racism
was a southern phenomenon
seemed not to have fully died
out. Some have moved quickly
to extricate color as the basis
for the upsurge of definitely
racially motivated conflicts as
ifby doing so would lessen the
consequences ofthose conflicts
and maintain their misguided
conclusion thatracism does not
exist in the area. The continuing boycott of the Korean
store on Flatbush Ave. have
been purported by some as not
having been motivated by
racism yet the racist overtone

ing person would wonder how
racism could be denied and
substituted
with
nonbelongingness. With this view

"The naive view
that
. racism was
a southern phenomenon seems
not to have fully
died out."
c
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Brainstorming With Ben

A Dollar and a Dream

Two games for just a buck, work systematically, i.e., the in the upper income brackets
two chances to change your more they play the better their do not consider this type of
luck, but to win it you got to be . chancesofwinning. Theydoil't investment worthy of a single
in it so get in and try to win realize that they start off with dollar. Unlike other forms of
today. This familiar jingle is, the. same odds every time regressive tax, the voluntary
perhaps as easily recognised around jpst as every flirp 0 f a
as any major ad campaign. The coin might land a heads or a
great distinction here is that tails without the outcome of
this ad is promoting a service one guaranteeing the outcome
thatis both state regulatedand of the other the next time
illegal in New York. But hy- around.
pocrisy becomes insignificant
Human nature has a funny
in light of the socioeconomic way of hindering our objecdeterioration thatresults from tiveness and distorting reality.
this seemingly harmless form Most people will stay indoors
Robert Martinez of gambling.
during a storm for fear of be"All you need is a dollar and ing struck by lightening yet
dream"ishow the slogan reads they will squander a small
suggesting that the combina- fortune in .J ofiance of the
tionoftheseelementsall that's greater odds of hitting the lotTo the Editor:
,
My brother and I were amused and offended by Dave Borg's needed to aquire great wealth. tery.
The most disturbing conse- basis does not ensure any pro- -, -- - . . --- --artiele--touting-Faith-No-Moreas.the.greateatthingsince.sliced.. There is no mention of the as~~~rical~dsth;tonemust--'-quence-of-tlle'-lottery i's -'its--'--pomoii-to income revels. Iii:----..-.--~-bread (Ticker 9/19). He claims that, as fans of rock, metal, rap
and funk , we should enjoy them. Sorry Dave, but that's not the iirstovercome in order to make effects on the dynamics of deed a homeless person might
winning a reality. Even those monetary distribution. in our spendhislast doHar on a record
case.
We found your review ofFNM's summer concerts way offthe who are aware ofthe (approxi- society. Itactslikearegressive jackpot~ongsideapersonwho
mark. Obviously an accomplished show-goer, Mr. Borg states mately) seven million to one form of tax having the greatest might spend fifty dollars ofhis
that "Faith No More shows are not for people who bruise easily" odds have no real perception of impact on the people who can two hundred dollar salary.
-implyingFNMs owsareroug. e 1 e con
_spent.
on his successful 'float', but my brother and I are frankly amazed entail. The devout lotto play- easy to findlowincome persons
Paradoxically, our post
that there were enough 'real-men' there to lift you up. From ers who faithfully play the ~ndingam~fi~t~on
"New Deal- govemmentinsists
where we were standing, the FNM crowd seemed ajoke - the pit numbers on a regular basis of their paycheckson the hopes
. Continued on Page 9
was filled with bleached blonde, pre-pubescent girls wearing Me seem to think that the odds ofhitting ajackpot whilethose
jackets they'd obviously purchased that afternoon. Where were
the headbangers? Where was the moshing?
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not
Singer Mike Patton spent most of his 90 minutes o~stage necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only typewritten
prancing about like the dime-a-dozen cock-rocker he aspires to and signed opinion pieces from students of not more than 750 words for publication. Address all
be. They posed and postured as if the MTV cameras were pieces to the 0p-Ed Editor.
Continued on Page 5

No More Faith
.

"Human nature
has a funny way
of hindering our
objectiveness
and distorting
reality. "

,

-
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Dagger
Continued from Page 7

question. yet, ifsomething did
happen, why was it necessary
to make it racially motivated
incident? Wasitan attempt to
displace responsibility;to say
that others did it so as to escape having to explain exactly
what happened? Ifothers had
to be accused why was it necessary to" make it a racially
motivated incident? Was it an
attempt to displace responsibility; to say that others did it
so as to escape having to ex-

Theres an IBM PS/2
made for every student bod}
-

IBMPSI2
Model 55 SX (W61)

-

2MB memory
60MB fixed disk drive
8515 COlor Display
Preloaded software:
IBM OOS4J)
Microsoft Windows 3.~

Word for Wi~s and Excel"'·
hOC Windows tftilitics·
ZSoft SOftTypcf

$2.;799

plain exactly what happened?
Ifothers had to be accused why
was it necessary to cross the
color barrier? Those who are
guilty of such actions are
themselves racist.
Responsibility displacement, placing the blame on

Printers

1

f

f

IBM Proprinter" III
w/cable (Model 4201-003)

s

349

IBM Proprmter X24E
w/cahle (Model 4207-002)

s

499

IBM Proprinter XL24E

Lotto

w/cable (Model 4208-002) $ 679

Continued from Page 7

IBM LaserPrinter E
wlcable (Model4019-EOl) $1,039
Hewlett-Packard Paint.Jet~
color graphics printer
(Model UP 3630-A)

Whether you need a computer to write papers or
create graphics, charts and spreadsheets, there's an
IBM Personal System/2~ that's right for you.
The IBM PS/T family of computers has everything you asked for... including preloaded software,
a special student price and-affordable loan payments.** All models come with IBM DOS 4.0,
Microsoft Windows 3.0, 3.5- inch diskette drive and
an IBM Mouse.

$ 799

Try one on for size. We're sure you'll find one
that fits just right.

And if you buy before December 31, 1990, you'll
receive a ,--~ Certificate entitling you to a roundtrip ticket for $149t t /$249.t t Plus
a free , - - Getaway~ Student
Discount Card application. You'll
also get a great low price on the
PRODIGr service.

Ask about easy financing with the PS/2 Loan for Learning!
Your campus contacts:
Rachana Bahadur
212-687-3870

718-336-1163

Richard Scott
718-638-0689

on bearing the responsibility
ofprovi ding for those who can't
provide for themselves yet the
lottery is undermining this
very principle. Our federal
government makes every effort to ensure provisions for
every citizen and then ourstate
government
s wi n d l e s
this money with the sale of
false hopes.
The greatest irony is that
the lottery's biggest supporters will be least served by the

earnings gernerated. The
money is supposed to go for
road and highway improvements as well as education.
Sadly though, lower income
areas generatly rely on mass
transit and usually have the
highest drop-out rates.
If any money is to be displaced from the inner city areas, our legislators should be
responsible for channeling a
substantial amount, if not all
of the revenue back into these
impoverished areas.

No Faith

..

Branko Belusic

"It is easier to
blame others for
our shortcomings rather than
assume responsibility for
them. "

others because you need an
excuse for your unwillingness
or inability to do what you're
supposed to do, is becoming
more and more an explanation
for the continuation ofracism.
It can be often heard that such
happened because " our skin
colors are different"or"! would
have had if I were the same
skin color." It is easierto blame
others for our shortcomings
rather then assume responsibility for them. By doing this
continually we are making the
conditions necessary for the
continuation of racism more
perverse.
And here the notion is introduced that it.might be possibletoendracism. Yet, unfortunately I have to agree with
everyone I spoke to about racism. Racism would die if, and
only if, color would die.
But tha\ should not stopthose who have undertaken to
unleash a determined struggle
against ~(sm. Their actions
should be intensified since it is
possible to shatter the ignorance that is the fertile ground
for the perpetuation ofracism.
By shattering the ignorance
barrierand layingbare the lies
that created the stereotypes,
justification for continued racial separation, and thus racism, would be lessened.
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rolling;cranking out tame, watered-down metal for the masses.
Its sad that bands like FNM can make their fortune taking the
edge off'cutting edge' music. Mike Patton looked like Bono out
there - a preachy and self-righteous teen idol. Like their new
album, ~ FNM were slick, too slick - 'packaged'
might be a better word for it. The whole show seemed a carefully
scripted affair, as devoid of 'real energy as the New Kids show
Patton mocked. When midway through the show Patton said, "I
wonder what the New Kids on the Block are doing right now?",
we figured 'not much' - all their fan were here at The Ritz
watching the equally lame Faith No More.
As for ~ you claim "there is not one weak track
on (the album)." For once we-agree with you -there are not one
but ELEYW weak tracks. From start to finish FNM are
grasping at any musical genre that could give them the hit single
they need - the rap of'Epic', the funk of 'Falling to Pieces', the
pseudo-raga of 'Woodpecker From Mars' (gee, I wonder if these
guys ever heard of Led Zep's 'Kashmir'?). While trying to be as
diverse is a noble effort, FNM try several styles of music and
-sueeeeds-a~play:iftg-n&neef- them wen-. Wfly -listen 1'.6 FNMimitate others when you can get the real thing someplace else.
24-7 Spyz and the Red Hot Chili Peppers are a hell of a lot
funkier; Jane's Addiction a hundred-fold more exotic and enigmatic. Faith No More in their quest for a wider market, try to be
all things for all people, a sort ofheavy metal K-Mart. In their
own words, "they want it all but they can't have it."
Dave, you pnilse FNM1401'l:lV(n-minR~mrnelrcil!lli1tyllDltmrIDI~-.
building, but we find it ironic that FNM appeared this Friday
night with Billy Idol, a man whose whole career relies on a
carefully constructed image - the whole apocalypse leather
thing is as phoney as Michael Jackson's profile.
Why do they appear with such hoaxers. Why? Because FNM
are a band in the midst of selling out. The album, the shows, the
videos - it all makes sense.
Soon they'll be selling Pepsi, just like everyone else.
Joe and Dave Kelly

\
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TIlE OFFICE' OF COUNSELING
AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL SEf(VICES'
CAN HELP YOU ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS
The Baruch College Office of Counseling and Psychological Services has a staff of experienced and
professionally trained psychologists and counselors who can help. Services are provided free of cost to
all Baruch students. Every students contact with the office is strictly confidential!

You may choose:

Freshman Searches
For Adulthood

- Individual Counseling for any personal problems or concerns and for any career planning concerns.
- Special workshops
- WORKSHOPS (Save the dates! )
A)

( Mr. P. Tribaudi )
Wednesday, October 17; 3:00 - 4:30 P.M. and
Thursday, October 18; 1:00 - 2:30 P.M..
A fun and very soothing workshop that will help you.. to learn relaxation techniques and increase your overall success potential.
B)

(Dr. E. Soto)

Tuesday, October 9 and Tuesday October 16; 12:30 - 2:00 P.M.
We will measure your level of assertiveness and practice assertive behavior through role playing.
"

C)

(Dr. Toni Heris )

All Workshops held Tuesdays, 12:30 - 2:00 P.M.
I September 18th and 25th
IT October 2nd and 9th
ill October 16th and 3rd
These are two section workshops in which students view a videotape, become involed in self-assessment activities, and take a
vocational interest test designed to help them make a good college major and career choice.
( Dr. P. Imbimbo )

D)

Thursdays, 12:30 - 2:00 P.M.
I - September. 27th and October 4th
II October 11th and October 18th
These are two section workshops in which students view a videotape. become involed in self-assessment activities. and take a
-vocationa1-inte~st test designed to help themmake a good college major and career choice..
,~

E)

(Dr. W. D. Cheng)
Thursday November l st, 1:00 - 2:00 P.M. (Club Hours)

A discussion group designed for Asian students concerning their adjustment needs. Other interested students are also welcome.
F)

( Dr. M. Lee )
Thursday, October 18th, 7:30 - 9:30 _P.M.
(Co-sponsored with Evening and Graduate Student Services.)
Learn about some of the motivations for procrastination and how to ovcercome it.

( Mr. P. Tribaudi )
Tuesdays, 1:00 - 2:00 P.M.
I September 25th: Your Alcohol I.Q. and About AI-Anon
II October 2nd: About Drug Abuse
ill October 9th: About AIDS and AIDS Prevention
IV October 16th: Test Taking Without Fear and About Math Anxiety
V October 23rd: Improving Your Self-Image
A five week series of video presentations on various topics of concern to' college students. Come and learn new information and
share ideas with, the opportunity for informal discussion in a supportive atmosphere. You can come to only one meeting or come
to all five weeks.
G)

__ ,
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Don't Tax Tapes:
Push the Right Buttons

an

"College
turned out to
bean
exciting, new
experience. "

'A .Step-by-Step Plan
For Your Job 'Search
resumes

H) ~~:.u.g~~~~~~:Ir.I.&.J~.u.LQ.I.&.~~~~~~~~~~

- In cooperation with Beth Isreal Medical Center.
- .Presentations
bv Beth-Isreal
Psvchiarrists:------- _._-. --.- ..,..--_. -' .._._.
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By TayraE. Pope
,how the nuns were so old
Looking at the passing cars fashioned. I laughed to myself.
from my window seat on the It was not so long ago that I
bus made me miss the -Good complained about wearing
Old Days,· the days of long those "unateractfve, ugly
ago, when my onlywony was colored,hot uniforms." I use to
if I was going to get that new think, that my onlyfuture was
Charlie Brown lunch-box to washingandironingmyschool
match my new book-bag and blouse everyday. There was a
Pencil ease bef~ the first day time ofcourse when high sehool
of school. Now, all I could do wasthe place to be. HighSchool
was longfor the days when my was where the "big kids" were,
only care in the world was where I could find the really
learning -exactly which letter cute guys, where, I could
came after -A" As the bus express myself in an adult
treaded along, making it's fashion. The only problem was '
continuous stops, I wondered that I went to an all girl school. By Ruth Roclgera
the mechanical technology of
Shapiro said that the DAT
ifI was really prepared to go to So I got to do everything else
Popular
consumer the compact disc to produce is the latest in a line of
college or was my dreams ofa except meet the really cute practices such as taping an cleaner sound with a superior consumer
eleetroniea
8UCCessfulcollegeeareersimply guys! High school did one album oreompact disc toplay dynamic range. The litigation innovations, such as the VCR,
a childish fantasy.
thing. It shaped me as a on portable or car stereo eameasan unpleasant surprise that hurt the music business,"
A couple of -schoolkids· got woman. I learned about pride, systems, or compiling a to many consumers, audio Shapiro said, ~taperecorder
on at the next stop. They hit self
confidence,
and, . collection of personal favorite retailers, and members of the has opened up vast new
each other and pulled at each relationships.
I formed single recordings on one tape, manufacturing and music. markets for everyone involved
others pigtails as they giggled friendships in high school that' are likely to be the focus ofan communities who had been inmusie.·HestatedthatDATs
andchewedgum. AsIwatehed will last for a lifetime.
intense legislative fight over encouraged by an agreement will be valuable not only to
them, they seemed as if they
The bus jerked, and it was home taping when the l02nd between the various groups oneonsumers but also to yo~
were so happy. Their world my stop. Twenty-third Street. Congress convenes in January a legislative proposal, still musicians seeking to make
seemed to include their family I found myself praying that of 1991.
pendingin Congress, toremove high quality homereeordings
and their friends at school. the bus driver would take all
. In' fact, several events any obstacles to
the. of _~heir_;r_e..hear.sals__ ..and ...
They·did not seem -to have -to ...,tbe-ridel'S-OD-thebua- hostage,,· duringth~~Ul"teDtyearappear frifroaucfion' of-' tlie 'new per(~ees.
,.
worry about the -grown;.ups." and never letus·off. Nosueh- to have been a dress rehearSal technology.
In Congressional hearings
They reminded me of myself. luck. I got off the bus, and for an expected campaign to
"Consumers have been during the summer of 1990 on
Not so longago, the only people suddenly it hit me. Have I restrict the long-established lookingforwardtosalesoIDAT the issue of _ the DAT
in my small little world, was reached my goal ofadulthood? consumer practice of home in the United States for a long technolOgy, the ~nalMusic
parents and my friends at I'm no longer the little girl, but taping. The most recent of time," said Gary Shapiro, Publishers Association, which
school. I could not wait to be a I still chew gum and wear these events, a lawsuit to bar Chairman of The Home is supporting the lawsuit to
"grown-up" and do the things ponytails. I'm no longer the the sale of a new consumer Recording Rights Coalition banDATsinthe UnitedStates,
that "grown-ups" do. Everyone high school girl, but I still act home tapingtechnologyknown (HRRC), "and there is no 1;estifiedinsuPPOl'tofofroyalty
, use to tell me, "Slow down. likea giggling school girl when as the digital audio tape reasons they should be denied taxes on the salesofblank tapes
You won't like being a grown I see a guy that I fancy. .Am I recorder (DAT), was iriitiated the right to enjoy this new and tape recorders. HRRC has
up that much." or course I
adult? I don't live on my this past July. DATs combine format."
Continued on Page 12
believed this remark. to be own,and I don't have a job or
something the -grown-ups" even a mate. So where do I fit
in. An adult would not be so
nervous to open the door and
step into a new world, or would
they?
Well, my day turned out fine.
Amazingly, I found all my
classes with little difficulty. I .
ate lun~h, and even did a little B Chris Bardwell
explonng of my new
¥
you decide how to presentyour ofpaper,allthedatayouthink
surroundings. Those first day Step II
qualifica.tions at a job might· help you in your job
jitters turned out to be for COnduct a Self-Appraisal
interview. It will also be a search. Lateryoucanreview
nothing. The professors were
. You must decide exactly sourceforthefactsdates,'and the list and select the areas
really down to earth and the what your qualifications are. otherinformation you w111 need that are relevant to the
students were all so different You need a detailed appraisal to give potential employers.
specific position you are
seeking: Work history, skills
would say just to keep me out and diverse that it was fun. of your background and
and abilities, and education.
oftheir group. Occasionally, I College turned out to be an experiences 80 that you will
know exactly what assets you
"
Step n
would take theiradvice andlet exciting, new experience.
I
was
surprised
to
get
my
have
to
offer
to
an
employee.
•••
Pine-TaDe Your Re8ume
myself be totally taken in by
·-- '--.._.
BIlllecwf t-UU8n . -------- -- -~ JR¥--litt1e wwld of hopscotch, window seat (W) tJ»bua on the .. -·Comparaies look ~
..
steal-the-baeon, and jump- way back home. This time, employeeawithasinceredesire
whenII~kedoutthewind?w, to work ~d ~ ~n~bu~ to
The major. purpose ofa
rope~ but'meanwhile, .a little
I
still
noticed
the
school
kids,
the
orgamzation
s
objectives.
.
resume
is to secure job
part ofme still wanted to rush
interviews.
Therefore,
the neverending growth into the high schoolers, and the Keeping this in miJ\d,you ~ll
l'" . .
resumes are written with a
adulthood. I never knew it adults but now, I had respect find that the best fit exIsts
very .specific audience in'
then, but day by day I began to for all three. In reality, I whenyour~~ob~veand
mind=potenti81 employers.
reach that goal-adttlthood. enjoyed all three phrases. Ina goals are In Iine WIth the
Because of the sheer volume
What a word. I use to just sit way, a part ofme, even here in organization'sobjeetives. Take '
of resumes that cross
down and think about what I collegeisa mixture ofall three. stock ofyourself-your career
p"
recruiters' desks daily,
would do as soon as I was an ~t'shardtosayifIshalleverbe interests ~d plans. A strong
Just
one,
and
leave
the
other
personal
Inventory
of
your
resumes are also used as
a~ult. Wow, it seems like 80
twoph8ses,butasth~ysa:r,in earee~in~andskillswi11
aereening devices. It takes
long ago.
every
woman,
there
18
a
little
make
It
easaerfor
youto-target
.
,
.
,
I'
•
.
only'20
to'SO plaCe. Because
Just then, agroupoCCatholic
.t:biaJ"'lwanttom.1re~
high school girls got on at the .girl. AsI got otrthe bus in front employers.
_ Thiainformation will also
Toprepareyourinwntcw:J tbatyou provide tbetJpe-Of
next atop. 'n1ey carried on of my hoU8e, I thoUght about
. about the their professors, just bow true that· statement be ueful wbeD you IJ!'8P8l.8 , chart. follow tbe outtine below. iufixuaatiaD that will-ecreen .
your resume, and it will help ,Write out, GIl a II8p8I'Ilte abeetc..Ji. . . -Prwe 14
aboutt:heirlowliwa, andabout is.

. . _

Tuesday, October
9th: .1:00 - 2:30 P.M. (Globus Lounge)
.
.
Thursday, October 11th: 1:00 - 2:30 P.M. (Globus Lounge)

"Counseling and PychologicalServices
Room 1737, 360 Park Avenue South (between 25th & 26th)
Monday through Friday 9 A.M. - 5 P.M. Evening hours are available by appointment only
Call (212) 447 - 3521 : 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Come in for an appointment and/or to sign up for workshops/groups of your choice!
All workshops/groups will meet in the Office of Counseling and Psychological Services, unless otherwise noted.

-are---writte-n-----with a very

soecmc

audience in
m ind-otentiai
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behind the guy and witness·
the saliva chunk ejecting from
deep within Cases's oral cavity
with high velocity heading
.straight towards me. I ducked
down while raising my
notebook in front ofmy face to
. shield that horrible thing.
Fortunately, for me the spit
gob lost speed and took a dive
towards the forehead of the
guy sitting in front of me.
Everyone in the class saw it.
Yet Case acted as if nothing
even happened. The poor guy
"in the first row ran out and
never came back.
AnyWay, getting back to the
point. Although it varies
among individuals, I learned
thatfor mostinstroctOrsI think
it's like this: An instructor
once said, on the first day of
class, "You can call me Doctor
Morris,· Professor Morris,
Mary, or anything you like."
She then glanced over at me. I
must have had a large goofy
grin on my face or something.
She then turned 'beck to theclass and added, "Anything
within reason, that is."
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By QuanTran

It

2
1:
...,

Ever been confused about
howtoaddreSBYourinstructors
in college? Throughout- our
. lives we've been addressing
teachers and adults as Mr.,
Mrs., Miss, and Ms. But then
comes college and all of a
sudden we are introduced to
an array of new titles.
For me it was hard to start
usingthe term"professor". The
only . professor I know is a
stranded
castaway
on
Gilligan's Island. He was and
will always be "the professor"
tome.
But after a while I got used
to hearing and using the term
"professor" without being
remirided of some past
television situation comedy.
Then one day some guy
introducedhimselfas "doctor."
Doctor? Am I in a classroom or
the emergency room? One day
I wasn't feeling very well so
after class I went to his office to
tell him my symptoms and
asked if he could take my
temperature? He told me that
it wasn't necessary and that
he'll accept my paper late
without penalizing me. What
late paper? What- I wanted
was some drugs. Preseription
drugs for my illness that is.
Later that semester I. came
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Me:
Justin, may I call you
Justin? Doesn't my unique
approach count for anything?
Him: It is unique indeed. Tell
you ·what, since you came to
see me, I'llraise it to a "D-."
Me: Good enough for me, bud.
Him: I'm glad you came in
Jose, see you next class.
"Jose?" I thought to myself,
"How did Quan turnintoJose?"
I don't even look Spanish.
Justin Case was an odd
fellow.
One day while
lecturing, he let out a cough
and along came a glob of spit,
flying out from the back ofhis
throat. It landed on a guy in
the front row. I sat directly

I ~'ould'ye bought a'\lacintosh even ,,'ithout

the stu(lent disc()llt1t.
Greg Gollent
Consumer Economics and Housing

ComeH University

."The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was immediately
_._-l1ookedlfs.aworkofart.-I sawthe.srudentpadngand my·

back- to-him--asking~if·he-·COllld.
recommend something-for my

• SPRING BREAK 1991 •
Low round-trip airfare to
Daytona Beach, FL. available
for $298.00 including all taxes.
Airline tickets must be purchased by October 24th, 1990
Book your tickets now to protect this low airfare
For reservations and ticketing call

Inter-North Travel 212-742-0024
•As advertised in our flyers throughout Baruch

TECT YOUR EDUCATIONI
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Low-cost Student Health Insurance .
Unexpected medical bills could mean
~n interruption in your college education-" you don t have health insurance.
_
----~-~----

Find out how you can have low-cost
College Student Health Insurance. For an
application and information on enrollment
deadlines, call (212) 490-4757.

.-.V· "Cross HI!?

..
.

_.

-

Blue ShWd

•

~

Health Insurance Plan
of Greater New York

jock- itch. He told me to "get
out!" I thought he was a nice
guy and probably a good doctor
but I didn't understand his
rudeness.
I later learned that there
were at least two kinds of
doctors; PhD.sandMD.s. One
wears plastic gloves when
examiningcertain partsofyour
body (sometimes requiring
lubrication). The other will
tend not to touch you along
these
areas
and
his
examinations are completely
different, usually of multiple
choice and/or essay form.
Once I went to talk to an
instructor, unsure of what to
call him.
It turns out the
problem was some what
mutual:

Don't Tax Tapes
Continued from Page 11

m ai ntai ne d
that
noncommercial home taping
for private purposes is
encompassed in basic rights of
American consumers, and it
has, in past years, helped
defeat several attempts in
Congress to enactroyalty taxes
_that would infringe on such
rights. HRRC Chairman
Shapiro poi nred out that
obtaining such royalty tax
legislation appears to be the
real goal of the anti-DAT
lawsuit.

to confirm that home audio
taping hurts record sales. To
the contrary, the OTA's study,
released in late 1989, found
that most consumers tape from
albums they already own. The
reason given most was
portability-making tapes for
car tape players, personal
stereos, "boom boxes," etc. The
OTA also found that most
instances of home taping do
not even involve pre-recorded
. music; rather, most recordings
are made for other purposes
such as recording lectures,
sermons, and family occasions,
or taking dictation. The OTA
found that, overwhelmingly,

Me:
Hello Doctor Case, I
wonder ifI could talk to you for
a-minute?
Him: Yes, of course, you are ..

_ _ ~'Lb_e _ tape - ._.-. --- :;:~gc:~~~:::e S:p~:;~~recorder has
onened
un
r'
r'
1'8s·t new
Ifl

-----m-a
•

-,--,-

r~e·ts
J

•• •

Shapiro sai~ "that it is
ironic for this suit to be filed so
soon after along-awaited study
by Congress' Office of
TechnologyAssessment(OTA)
found there to be no evidence

..

fact, ~h~ study conclu~ed that
preventing home taping. -In
fact, th~ study concl.udedthat

Me: My name is Quan and I
just wanted to know why I got
an_".F".Qn.__ .thi!:)_~~sror?
...,

Him: Well, Kwang, let's see
here..

preventinghome~~ng~owd

be 'harmful' to consumers,
resulting in a net loss of
benefits to society ofbillions of dollars."
"Iii light of the OTAstudy
conclusions, at~cks on home
taping are clearly unfounded
and unsupported," HRRC
Chairman Shapiro said, "but
lawsuits and calls for royalty
taxes indicate that there is no
end in sight."

next move was obvious: get one.
"Some othercomputers are cheaper, butthey're
a pain to learn, and working on them can be a
grueling experience. last year, a friend bought
another kind ofcomputer against myadvice
:i;,'l.'~·-. - .:'': :._.:~~~~>~\, and has used it for maybe 15 hours.
~.)j ~ . ... ~
... '... :'
What awaste.
,'"
.

Me: Professor C~, rve never
received an F before in my life.
-
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learning new programs because they
all work in the
sameway
"Once vou've
•
worked with aMadntosh,
-_·_-theres-ncrttrrnirrgbclC-··_-_·'-_·-

Me: But Case, isn't it quality
over quantity?
.
Him: Yes, but Jwm, you failed
to have any kind of in depth
analysis.

I

i

I

.

.

For computing information, contact.
Adwell ·Audio,(516) 485-7-100

------~---

Him: You see, the minimum
for this paper was 1000 words.
What you have here is about
95.

·-t· ·_-_··--·--r -.----.. . " .

tI.
Why do people love Macintosh-?
Ask them

1
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Step-by-Step
inamanner that will encourage
you in" rather than have your an interview. Be sure that
resume end up in the "rejected" your resume is free of
typographical errors, that the
pile.
Because every job seeker layoutisbalanced with suitable
has a unique academic or work , margins, and that spacing,
letters
(where
history, as well as career capital
objective, the appearance of appropriate), and identations
your resume must reflect that ' are proper.
uniqueness. Review various Preparation of Cover
resumeformats (chronological, Letters
A resume must alwaysbe
functional, and combination)
and highlight your strengths sent with a cover letter
and accomplishments through individually tailored to the job
your grades, extra-curricular for whichyou are applying. The
activities, and part-time work following guidelines will help
you with your coverletter: Type
experiences, if you have any.
.
Be sure to successfully th~ cover letter neatly, using
portrayyouraccomplishments care in sentence structure,
Continued from Page 11

spelling, and punctuation;
addressyourletter to a specific
personifpossible; State exactly
the kind of position you are
seeking and why you are
applying to the particular
organization; Be clear, brief,
and businesslike; Enclose a
resume; Indicate that you will
call for an appointment.
Step *3
Develop
A
Personal
Marlteting Campaign
The key question. for
graduates is where do I develop
information on sources ofjobs.
There are various resources.
On a separate sheet of paper,
you should develop. a list of
possible contacts including the
following:
* Your school and college

placement service.
.
* Classified advertisements in
newspapers, professional
journals, and
trade magazines.
* U.S. Office of Personnel
Managemerit.
* Yellow pages, industrial
directories, and Chamber of
Commerce lists.
* Friends, neighbors, and
relatives.
* DIrect mail and cold calls.
Step *4
Prepare For Interviews
The interview is the step
at which you' have an
opportunity to present your
qualffications to your best
advantage. The important
thing to remember is that you
can build confidence through

Now business majors can easily handle
today's tough business problems.
Texas Instruments
financial calculators
are designed to match
today's business needs.
Whether you're taking
beginning accounting
or advanced economics,
you can cou~t on a
TI calculator to have
the right functions and

features to speed you
through assignments
and exams.
Get a BA-35. It's TI's
most affordable tool
for time-value-of-money
calculations. You can

_.

solve a wide
variety of finance,
accounting, .and
one-variable statistics problems
because it's
preprogrammed
with powerful
functions. And
that makes it
very easy
to .use.
But, if your
plans include
pursuing themost advanced'
business courses,'
then the TI
Financial Investment Analvsr
is your "
best choice.
It's a business
major's dream
machine: the
first and only
calculator with
a multi-line display
that lets you see
all the problemsolving variables at
once. You can
check your work,

By Il()~ BpI)e&
Now that it's October, it's
time to take a look at what's in
store for the rest of the year.
So far, 1990 has been a great
yearfor movies, and music and
art. But, will the 'fall hold the
same promises that the
previous seasonscame through
on.
What better place to start
then right here in our own
school. On November 9,
"Reckless,"
will' begin
performances in the. Studio
'Theater, room 911 ofthe 23i-d
Street building. The play is
written by Craig.Lucas, the
author ofBroadways "Prelude
to a Kiss,"butyou already know
that from all the posters
hanging around, The play will
be directed by Professor Susan
Spector. Auditions for starring
roles were held on September
25th and 26th.
_
"Reckless," is the story ofone
woman's journey through a
succession ofChristmas Eve's.
It's a nightmare comedy, as
she journeys from one town to
another, evolvingfrom a happy
housewife, to a paranoid
fugative to an esteemed
psychologist.
, The show opens Friday,
November 9 and will run until
November
17. .
All
performances will be at 8 p.m.
with matinees on Saturdays.
There will be no performances
on November 11 and 12. The
show is being presented by the
Baruch College Speech
Department.:
Next, there's the music
department. On October 4, in
NaHin- Musie -HaH; the, 'Jane.
Globus Seminar Series wilf
present -Women of the
Calabash," a company ofthree
-women who revive the rich,'
rhythmic, musical heritage
stemming from the heart of
African music. Combining
traditional instruments and
music
forms
with
contemporary influences.
"Women of the Calabash,"
uses a variety of instruments
made from natural 'materials,
such as calabash (of course),
bamboo, and wood augmented
by lyrically harmonic vocals.
They have performed in such
places as The Walker Art
Center and Lincoln Center's
Alice Tully Hall. There is no
charge for the concert and it
will only be' perfonned on the
October 4 . .
Now we come to the Baruch
College Art Gallery. Whatwas
that? Baruch has an art
gallery? Yes, Baruch does have
an art gallery. It's in the lobby
ofthe administrative building,
on 22nd Street, to the left of
the information desk. The

the FIA easily handles
time-value-ot-rnoriev,
cash flows, IRR, and
NPV.
Why not make it
your business to try one
today at your nearest
TI calculator dealer.

. TEXAS~

INSTRUMENTS

and answers for your job
interview. Ask relatives or
friends to help. Or use a tape
recorder-to listen to- how you
~und. You mayfind that there
are too many "you knows" or
"aah, aahs" indicating .pauses
inyour conversational pattern.
Bear in mind that you should
not talk too much, to the point
of having an overbearing,
overly aggressive, or superior
"know it all" attitude. You
want to appear sincere and
earnest.
Step 15
Send Thank·You Letters
After Interviews
Second to cover letters,
"thank you" letters often are
the most underrated of job
search correspondence. While
writing ~ch~_al~tterj~_~~lite
thing to do, doing so can do
wonders to promote the
potential employer's interest
in you. For ,every five people '
interviewed for a positioned,
only one, on the average, will

."

,innermost selves: said Leora
Stewart~dElisbethS. Woody,
the curators of the Baruch
gallery.
The exhibit Will include
works made from paper,
fiberglass, ceramics, leather
and hemp. Works faetured
range from a tugboat, to an
Egyptian landscape, to
someting that looks like a
curtain made of leather
streamers.
There is no charge ·to view
the exhibit,anditisopen to all
Baruch students. The gallery
hours' are Monday to
Wednesday and Friday from
12 p.m, to 5 p.m. and Thursday
from 12 p.m. to 7 p.m.
. In the world ofpopular music,
the fall holds a lot in store for
us. R.E.M. will release a
concert video of their' 1989
"Green" world tour in late
September. Eric Clapton is
also scheduled to release a
concerti album of his 1990
"Journeyman: world tour. On
.Beptember 26, the album'
"Brothers" was released.

box sets there will also be
excerpts from the box sets, like
David Bowie did with
"BowieChanges" the most'
requested CD during the.
summer, which was finally
released five weeks ago.
For all you headbangers,
Testament just' finished the
"Souls of Black" album which
will hit the record stores
October 9. Testament will also
be toming ~~rican arenas
with Judas Priest and
Megadeath, and will be at the .
Meadowlands onDecelnbei14.
In the world of video, "Back
to the Future m,» is scheduled
to be released around
Christmas. "The Hunt for Red
October," will hit the video
stores on October 25,
unfortunately it will also be
released at $99.95. Themovie
was incrediblebutonehundred
dollars is' ridiculous, so just
wait until late November and
pick it up for twenty bucks.
Another great just released is
"Glory,"
with
'Denzel
Washington,
Matthew

~:- "-

"Postcards from. the Edge" will be the faU box office winner. -

atate ofGrace. StarringSean Penn, Ed Harris, Gary Oldman
and Robin Wright. Written by Dennis McIntyre, Directed by
!Phil Joanou, Orion Pictures, MPAA Rating: R. RATING: •••

By Judith Lewis
In the wake of the violence at
Howard
Beach
and
Bensonhurst, contemporary
societyis shocked and appalled
atthe tunnoilin these nonnally
quiet bedroom communities.
But what about the areas in
New York where violence,
! crime and death are a rite of
3 passage? In a neighborhood

it .wherefriends~dcompanions

E'are

and have a race through the
inferno. The 50-yard dash
through the wall oftla.mes is
evidence of Jackie's child-like
mindandhisinabilitytohandle
the destruction of his actions.
He doesn't drink to forget, he
drinks so that he does
remember. 'Jackie is obsessed
with the neighborhood closing
in, his territory shrinking, and
the Irish traditions from his

brutally murdered and youth diminishing while he
-5 funerals
become social tries to hold on to his crumbling
~ occasions rather than solemn past. Frankie who knows that
:-'''''events:-How&the"inhab1tahlS' -ms:wona-8ija-power ireTimng
.' _. & rationalize tms-hOrrific'way of sells hisgangout to the Italian
~ life?
.
mob.
"State of Grace," vaults its
Frankie is losing control of
Clint Eastwood as director John Wilson in "White Htenter,
_.- ---.- _U_h
-.-.- . . - '
...-.-- ."
- audience into the-living nell, -his turf, -ancrh.i:s authciiitj in
Black Hearl."
aptly named Hell's Kitchen. the gang, He andhisboysgo to
"Brothers,"isthejointventure Broderick and Morgan The area west ofTimes Square shakedown a local bar and try
of the Vaughen brothers, Freeman at about $30.
and abutting the Hudson River to force the bar owner to buy
postponed after the egregious
In the theater, the two movies is the subject of Phil Joanou's stolen cases of Irish whiskey.
death ofone brother StevieRay projected to be the big money new film. Hell's Kitchen, a When the bar owner refuses,
Vaughen.
mekers are "White Hunter, battleground for culture Frankie signals to his boys to
In the CD age, it seems as if Black Heart,· and "Postcards clashing and violence, muscle him into acquiescence.
every band and their mother From the Edge.·
embodies the severe life in the Stevie (John Reilly) can't go
are makingboxsets. Ever since
"White Hunter, BlaCk Heart," streets.
through with the' attack. ~t
the overwhelming success of starring, producedand directed
Terry Noonan (Sean Penon) would be like beating up my
the Eric Clapton "Orossroads," by ClintEastwood. Adramatic beeomesa victim and a partner own grandfather,· saysStevie.
boxset, too many box sets have adventure of one man's in the' savagery of the Suddenly, the other members
been produced. David Bowie, passionate obsession, with neighborhood violence. After of the gang are fighting it out
released "Sound + Vision,• Rod killing the largest and most brutally gunning down two with each other in a comical
Stewartreleased"Storyteller," noble 'animal on earth: the mobsters in a drug dealgone commentary on Frankie's
The Rolling Stones released African elephant. The man is bad, Terry escapes from the diminishing authority, the
"The London Years,· Derek charismatic film director John chaos of his childhood amateurishness of the Irish
and the Dominoes released Wilson played by none other neighborhood only to return gang, and the foreshadowing
"The Layla Sessions," come on Clint Eastwo.od, which ,mysteriouslymanyyearslater. of the eventual deterioration
now, gimmieabreak. The band promises to be a box.office hit. He renews his- childhood of the Irish strength in the
had one mega hit song and
The next promise is friendship with Jackie (Gary Kitchen.
maybe two other decent songs "PostCards From the Edge,· . Oldman)andpositions himself
Throughout the entire film,
and this deserves a three starring Meryl Streep, Shirley asa pawn in the Irish gangrun Sean Penn and Gary Oldham
compactdiscset.E1ectricLight Maclaine and Dennis Quaid. by Frank Flannery(EdHarris) show their exceptional talent.
Orchestra is planning to The movie is besedon the book whois also Jackie's brother.
Gary Oldham is oneofthem08t
release a box set oftheir music of the same title by Carrie
. Terry suddenly begins to versatHe actors in Hollywood.
sometimenear Christmas. Led Fisher. The movie is about her realize that the neighborhood His past roles include the
gallery-will-bavefi.~,exhibits----ZeppeliA-isalso.soon-to;rele~ life with f9m0u5pareDtaEdctie isn't exaetly the same 88 Wfteft· pot "ayal of Sid Vicious (The
during the Fall '90 and·Spring a box set with three never Fisher andDebbie Reynolds. he left it. The developers are Sex Pistols) in the film -Sid
'91 semesters.
before heard songs. Now, this It also tells of Carrie Fisher's tearing down the buildings of and Nancy: and Joe Orton in
, T}1e fall semseter will open is a good idea, but the only battle 'with alcoholism and her their youth to put up high-rise "Prick Up Your Ears.- And,
With "Reflections of the Sel~· problem is that Led ZepPelin, own s~ling acting·career. apartments so that the Burgess Meredithismarvelous
and will run from September unlike Derek and the Streep portrays Carrie Fisher «yuppies· can- move-in. -rhey, in his cameo role as Finn.
26 to October 24. Margaret Dominoes, has too many good battling with mother Debbie don'twant.tocall Hells Kitchen
This Phil Joanou
listic
eyno
p aye
;y
r ey no more. Renamed it Clinton. film, based on the story of the
srae , race
ow n an
songs
on our
s.
y
Claire Zeisler are the artists don't they just release a ten Maclaine and Dennis Quaid Makes it sound like a f-ing Irish street gang The Westies,
.featured in the gallery's first CD set for about $100, that plays Streep's (Fisher's), s.teamboat: says Jackie. examinesthelifeinthestreets
exhibition. -riley were chosen includesall eightstudioalbums youthful boyfriend. And this Trying to stop the wheels of and the labyrinth of the Irish
because of qualities in their and a tenth CD with never film is projected to be the big progress, Jackie takes Terry culture. His pest films include:
work which transcend both before heard songs. But there winner in the fal~ box office on a mission of arson. They -02 Rattle and Hum,". and
formal and' intellectual is ageod sign to all these CD race.
break into an apartment -rhreeO'CloekHigh.-Andjust
concerns to reflect their box sets, that along with the
building site, dump gBsoline,
CoIItinued OK PtllJel1

eachdayrole-pla~ngquestions

__make _~orr~~~iQD:~_9!"
compare " w h at-iifs"
without reentering
the entire problem.
And, what's more,

rehearsal. The rehearsal is
your op~nity to put the
fi nal touches on your
preparation. Itis also a time to
preview, develop an attitude
and mindset of confidence.
Positive rehearsal means that
you see yourself as an active
interviewee answering and
asking questions to the best of .
your ability.
-Think
about
the
importance of your Personal
appearance .during the
interview. Tllefirstimpression
you make is usually lasting.
Your grooming, dress, and
personal cleanliness should
suggest to the interviewer that
you are neat, and that your
appearance matters to others..
Appear confident and
poised. Try to avoid the
appearance of being nervous
or ill at ease during the
interview.
Maintain a
comfortable conversational
style With the interviewer and
try to build rapport. Ifyou are
unable to express yourself
clearly, your voice is too low
and your diction and grammar
poor, you'll lose valuable points
when it comes to the final
screening stage.
Anticipate the need for
back-up information, and be
prepared to bring extra copies
of your resume with you, in
case extra copies are needed.
Remember to maintain eye
contact with the interviewer
and to listen carefully.
Concentrate on what the
interviewer saying and
respond appropriately. State
your interest in the job and
career
advancement
possibilities and show that you
are willing to start at an entrylevel position and work yourself
up in tlw company.
, ,·You shouldbe.preperedtc
ask as well as respond to
questions posed by the
interviewer. If you ask no
questions about the. Job, are
uncertain, passive, and
indifferent, theinterviewer will
notice these immediately. Try
to SPend at least 30' minutes

"

letter. IT everything else isequal-that is, ability,
experience, personality, and
education-the
one
outstanding feature that will
set you apart from your
competition most likely will be
this letter.

I
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1 ~ Janet Jackson-Come Back to Me
2~ Wilson Phillips-Release Me
3. Poison-Unskinny Bop
"4. Sweet Sensation-If Wishes Came
- True
5. M.C. Hammer-Have You Seen Her
6. New Kids on the Block-Tonight
7. Jon Bon Jovi-Blaze of GlorY
8. Nelson-(Can't Live Without Your)
Love and Affection
9. Phil Collins-&Jmething .
Happened on the Way to Heaven
10.Prince-Thieves in the Temple

"'~

III

~ By Dave Borg

~

say which but 2 of the 4
founding members of The
Mighty Sabs have given their
O.~ on getting back together.
Youdefinetlywill not see a Led
Zeppelin reunion any time,
soon, despite an unsuccessful
tour, Robert Plant will not join
in a reuniting of Zep.
AIot of great new stuff to
listen to including new albums
by; Jane's Addiction, Judas
Priest, ACIDC, CircusofPower
and Megadeth.
This winters hottest tours
appear to be ACIDC, which
starts on Halloween, andJudas
Priest. Both bands arelooking
to regain their fonner glory.
' Speaking of tours, I caught
several as they swung through
our area over the summer.
Here is a listing ofsome of the
bands I saw along withatating
of their performance:
Faith
No
Moref A«),
Aerosmith(A+), Circus of
Power(A), Eric Clnptonf A),
Danzig(A-), Soundgarden(A-),
-Law & Order (B+), David
Bowie
(B+),
Damn
·Yankees(B+),Raging SIab(B),
The Black Crowes(B), Joe
Satriani(C+), Warrior Soul(C+)
and Bad Company absolutely
sucked, Paul Rodgers should
sue these guys for still using
the name.
For all you city slickers out
there check out 1480 AM. ZRock.
Brand new live video from
Faith No More entitled "You
Fat Bastards." It's a live
concert shot earlier this year
in England.
That's it for now you rock
and rollers. I'll leave you with
the immortal words of Steven
Tyler when he said "All thethings you do baby, come back
to you."

Lotsa things going on in the
t3 ever changing, unpredictable,
.
..., .
., . ,
,..:,~;:., f.~;;·a2: . ;{;L:i;i;!fi..·;~);e~h
;:e fast'paced, zany and downright
Sweet-li'.A has the stuffto make them stars butjitst
(I p~r,crazy world of rock-n-roll ,
goes as far to say, "there's a riffs, in such tracks as,. "Devil's Among them include....Guns"Stick To Your Guns'"
touch of Lynard Skynard," is Road," that sounds like N-Roses have a new drummer
Sweet FA
their music as well. What was "Panama," On the obligatory in the person of Matt Sorum.
MCARecords
that? I didn'thear any.
acoustic ballad, "Heart of
Matt, who formerly played
Produced by Howard Benson
There aren't many bright Gold," it sounds as if the duo in The Cult, is replacing Steven
spots on "Stick to Your Guns," simply recreated Warrant's Adler. Accordingtoleadsiriger
RATING: **
By Lenny Vigliotti
as most of the album comes "Heaven."
AxlRose, the cause for Steven's
across flat. DeLong sounds
The song "Southern firing was
."Stick to Your Guns,'" is an like a cross between Ronnie Comfort," makes one yearn for d rug
re I a t e d . . .Adl
. . er ,
ambitious debut album by JamesDioandBillySquier. In the real butt-kicking roek-n- meanwhile, is rumored tohave
MCA Records, guitar oriented fact, most of the vocals on the roll like Lynard Skynard. landed the position of skinquintet called Sweet FA By album sound garbled. This These guys should take a few basher in a reformed Hanoi
billingthemselves asa working could be accidental or an lessons.
Rocks. G-n-R have 2 new
man's hard rock band, Sweet attempt to cover up a lack of
The bright spot of the album releases on the market,
FA is trying to carve out a creative lyrics one will never is the opening track, "Prince of "Knocking On Heaven's Door"
place in today's rock scene, but know.
the City." It sounds as if it is on the
unfortunately ambitious
Sweet FA's sound lacks doesn't even belong on this Days Of Thunder soundtrack
doesn't mean good.
depth. The album sounds like album. In fact this is the only and "Civil War"ison "Nobody's
Sweet FA is out ofAmerica's' it was recorded with the bass track that might possibly have Child" compilation L.r. You
Mi dwe st, and cite their control off. It almost sounds some commercial success.
can expect a new G-n-R album
influences from Aerosmith to monophonic.
Sweet FAis not a bad group, before the end of the 20th
Van Halen. The group often
Twin guitarists, Thunder there is some talent here. All century (1 think).
emulates their kind of sound and Lightening as they call they need is a new producerfor
Aerosmith continues on with
but not their quality. Lead themselves, just rehash some their next effort, to help point their winning ways. After
singer Steven David DeLong of'Eddie Van Halen's standard them in the right direction.
having one' of the most
successful tours ofthe summer
with openers The Black
"Heroes and Friends"
Crowes, Boston's Baddest
Randy Travis
pickedup2MTVMusicAwards
Warner Brothers Records
to go ~!ong with t'he ir 2
Produced by Kyle Lehning
International Rock Awards.
RATING: ***
.B Robert B
es
Aerosmi th . also recently
appearedonMTV"Unplugged"
Randy Travis, Dolly Parton,
and did acoustic versions of
Willie Nelson, Merle Haggard,
some of their classic material.
Loretta Lynn, B.B. King"Clint
Deep Purple is still in the
Eastwood and Roy Rogers.
studio with new singer Joe
With all these performers on
Lynn Turner. It might be some
the same album you would
time before we see anything
expect it to be a compilation of
from these guys. Apparently,
the best of country music.
Ritchie Blackmore doesn't
Nope, it's simplycountryinusic
want to release something he
legend Randy Travis's new
doesn't "approve"of.
album, titled "Heroes and
Is Ozzy's next L.P. his Swan
Friends."
Song or are the rumors about a
The album combines the old
Black
.
and new sounds of country
Sabbath reunion valid. I won't
music, including a rendition of
"Happy Trails,· with the
immortal Roy Rogers.' But the
most impressive track on the
album is "smokin' the Hive," a
duet with ClintEastwood. The
1. Pixies-Bossanova
tough guy sings along side of
Travis and is truly impressive. '
2. Sonic Youth-Goo
The final line in the song is a
spoken one, that Eastwood does The Travis duet album is worth a listen.
3. Iggy Pop-Brick by Brick
Dirty Harry style, crab, you're country music, like I do. I track called, "Waiting for the
4.A~t~.p_
_._~
_h_ -goIri~to gel' sturig_·ooy~, . -nte --figure'it1;lnit-rctgive-the guy a--LighttaChange,·andofcourse-whole song is comical, and chance, he is one ofthe most, if it'sbluesy,because this duetis
5. Jane's Addiction-Ritual de 10
that's what Travis said he was not the most popular male with B.B. King, "a legend in
Habitual
looking for. "You can't reach country music star. And with the business," according to
for the honey/ without smokin' all these famous names with Travis.
_
6. Soup Dragons-Lovegod
the hive.'is the chorus section, him, it can't be that bad. And,
But even though this is a
7. Ultra Vivid Scene-Joy 1967-1990
as both men tell tales of . t~asright,itwasn'tthatbad, country album, it doesn't
attemptsofstsaJinggirlsaway as a matter offaCt it was good. -aeserve to be passedhyin.the
8. DaviCf~S-ongs from Another
from their country fathers, or
Two other good songs are, record store. There are
Season
even the women themselves, -Shopping for Dresses,· with redeeming characteristics
indeed being stung.
Loretta Lynn, about a man and about this album, if not the
9. Railway Children-Native Place
The nut beet track is, t!]Jirth woman both looking for fact that Clint Eastwood sings
10.Gene Loves .Jezebel-xlss of Life
or the Blu••," with Willie someone to give all the clothes on it should be enough for
Nel8on. Thia i8 80DB that you they bought to.
.
anyone.
Source: Rolling Stone Ma~ine
ean eJVo.y even if you hate
The other is a real bluesy
.~.' : -:: ':-,>-:-", ",.,',",.

$o~rce:Roliing Stone

__
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BARUCH COLLEGE
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE
DEPENDED ON If.
ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
.. ... how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education' and research for over 70

B

are now planning for the future with
TIAA-eREF.

SMAlU MONEYlOOKS RlR SECURITY,.
GR<1NTH AND DIVERSITY IDR
RETIREMENT·SAVINGS.
Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And .
diversity-to help protect you agaiIist
market volatilitY and to let you benefit
from several typeS of investments.

~i1Jiir~.,

Sean Penn-and Robin Wright star in the action thriller "State
ofGrace. "
to

-'State of Grace Review' .
Continued from Page 15

__. -...

-~-~---
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This is the mystery that gives
"State of Grace" its enormous
suspense, and giving away this
bit of the plot will also give
away the power of the film.
making it a must see for lovers
of suspense and mystery.

like in those films the direction
is precise and ingenious. The
final scene is excruciating to
watch as a ballet of blood and
bullets propel in slow motion
across the screen. AIthough
the scene is brutal it captures
the fascinating for the audience
to see the final power struggle
between the characters.
The struggle of survival is
important thematically in
"State of Grace." How do the
characters deal wi th the
constant brutality of their
environment? Is escape the
solution, and can they really
escape from their tradition-s
andheritage? How to getaway
from the emotional traps
waiting to ensnare a person-is
the dilemma Kathleen
Flannery faces, brilliantly
portrayed by Robin Wright.
-- .-She-'like Tell' tIies-~to-find--a-
way to love her friends and
family without being bled dry
by the violence. Terry and
Kathleen rekindle their past
teen-age romance to protect
themselves from the parasitic
-force of the old nelghbOrhoo*.-+--Kathleen can't go back, she
rejects the power of her
brothers, and disassociates
herself from Hell's Kitchen.
Why does 'biry, who with the
same pain a~~ .sorrow of
association, stay with the gang?
....

S;~~'fi hc6';""~""c-c,- .
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HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT

'. years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more

Top 10 College Albums

.

T~er

TOp 10 Singles
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growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through. four different
investment accounts, eachmanaged
with the long-term perspective essential tQ sound retirement planning:
TheeREF' Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market AccountThe CREF Social Choice Account-

CAlL l-1XJ.842.m

>

10FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

1HAT'S EXAClLY WHAT IDU GET
-, -Wl'DlIJAAaEE .- ..

Experience. ~ Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
.private retirement.system in the world.
~ ~ done so well, for'So many,. for
so long, that we currendy manage
some $8S billion in assets.

TIAA- offers·)OO·tIie·satety ofa
traditionalannuitytbat guarantees
your principal
a~specified rate of
inte~, andprovides for additioDal

ED.urinB tile futme

plus

• TbeCREP'" M8r1ret_SGciaI Cboice

Aeo-,-...,
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b
. . . . . . shapeit.

DOl be........... .at __...... Mirarrea .......

bulale

....1eh1e_ ... ~!III1IetirarreIrtAIIIIIIiI:y . . . .

For more c:ompIde infOrmation, 'including clwJes and expeDSeS~ call I ,SOD .842-2733, ext SSOIJ for a
prospectus Rad the prospectus carefully bc:iR )'011 iJM:It 01' lelldmooey.

When you start your career,
there's nothing like initial success.
-- _.----- -- --- - ----
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Exciting opportunities exist at ffiM!
ffiM is recruiting 1991 graduates for openings in
.'. -~ ..,_.- -."'Accounting-(8BA/MBA)-~.----. -"-, ------,-~----- .-. --- -, ----~---. --'-'.. - . _._.
Meet-with IBM Representatives
Thursday, October 18 .
360 Park Ave. South

Room 1350
4-6pm
Refreshments will be served.
NOTE: All those selected for 'interviews on October 22 should attend this everr.
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MUTUAL FUND SALES '82-'86
300

'

Where Yield is Not Everything
By Edward Asante
With some 3,000 money
funds clamoringfor the public's
attention after nearly three
years of a seemingly irreversible downturn, mutual funds
have grown. to represent the
third largest segment of the
United States financial Industry. In 1989, the aggregate net
assets ofall funds exceeded $3
trillion and gains have been
solid enough to beckon even
banks (traditionally only permittedto deal in mutual funds
through a third party) to enter
this market. According to Life
Association News, total mutual
fund industrysales have grown
from $13 billion in 1982 to over
$210 billion in 1986-.
A mutual fund is a wayfor
small investors to pool their
money to buy securities. Each
investor owns shares in the
fund and the accumulated
capital is used tobuy the stocks
and bonds of publicly held
companies. It is a convenient
outlet for the small investor
who does not have the time nor
the expertise to look for bargains, Aside. from offering a
broad selection of stocks and
lowering the risk of failure,
mutual funds also offergreater
liquidity, enablingthe investor
to turn shares into cash without worrying about short-term
fluctuations in prices.

(f)

Tennis Team
Falls Just Short
To St. Francis

c:
o

=200

_ Tens of millions of irives- one ofthe.safest ofinvestment
tors pour their hard earned instruments, mutual funds do
cash into funds every year, not carry federal deposit inmaking yield probably the surance like the commercial
single mostimportant factor. banks. The value of an inves. Analysts EUiY that risk is also tors' share typically remains
another important consider- . at $1 a share, with only the
ation. "The biggest issue is Yield changing to reflect the
risk," says the director of a returns in portfolios. The Seresearch organization that curities and Exchange Comspecializes in smallinvestors. mission by law limits money
"Most questions used to be funds investrnenttoonlyhighly
aboutyield, now theyare about rated securities, but this prinsafety," he notes.
ciple has met with skepticism
A recent Wall Street since the demise ofjunk bonds
Journal article maintains that, that were supposed to have a
"The fact is that there are a lot safety shroud.
of things to consider when
In choosing a money fund,
choosing a money fund." Here those that limit themselves to
are a few of the factors the the very highest ratings ,of
savvyinvestorshould consider. Standards and Poor's Corp. or
YIEI,D Money funds on Moodys InvestorsServices Inc.
average have a higher yield are preferable. Accordingto the
than those in many comparable WaU Street Journal, about half
investments such as a savings of the assets of taxable money
account or short tenn certifi- funds are invested in commercates ofdeposits (CDs). Yields cial Paper - unsecured corpovary widely according to the rate IOUs and dollar denorninature of the fund. The differ- nated CDs sold overseas. The
encecouldbequitesubstantial quality of the commercial pa-individual funds range from per is a factor to consider, es6.48 percent to 8.85 percent. pecially with the recent fears
The important thing to know of a recession and the escalatis that you can earn much more ing Gulf crisis. "The safest
by picking the right fund. funds usually are those- that
Funds that limit their invest- invest exclusively in Treasury
ment to Treasury-only instru- and government," says the
ments are significantly lower Wall Street Journal.
in Yield.
MATURITY
SAFETY Though among ·.There is generally direct cor-

L

~

c:
(f)
Q)

~ 100

1

a
'82

'84

relation between the average
maturity a of money fund and
high Yields. as a result of the
fluctuations. in interest rates.
Thisisbecauselongermaturity
dates make it difficult for fund
managers to take advantage of
quickincreasein interestrates.
Experts say that it is not advisable to invest in funds with
maturity days that are closer
to the average 45 days is preferable. Dreyfus Corporation,
for instance has one of the
longest maturity dates of 83
days.
EXPENSES The charges
that fundspasson to investors
to meet various -costs of run'ning the fund is also one ofthe
mainfactors worth considering..One generallyhas a choice
betweenload fundS-- usually·sold by stock brokers which
require that a sales charge be
added, and no-load funds which
do not employ salespeople and
havenoert-ra cliarges,,· ··-Th~
~: average charge is about .75
:~~ percent of the total assets of
the fund, but some competitive
;3:::::~~""~'
~~~'';''!~~~::U:~::~;~::~!:.:~.~
.. ~."~::::~"~'~'..~.~.~~'~"~!!~~:w~:'··~:"4~·~'::~::,'·~"~'«~-...!.,,~:-::;:;~.:~~~.~-::,~::::::~::.:v~.,:::'9~«;;'x~~;::x~.,~«>~.. ~'~:••~•• ~.:-.~.:--~_~~.~~,,~~... ~~u!·.~y,~:o:'&.~,:~~~~.·:·~ funds waive charges in order
Career opportunities exist positions. "Aboutsevenoreight .of experience. The company j, to increase the Yield. Other
at ffiM for graduates in all students from Baruch are cur- also offers a comprehensive ~~~~ funds have charges as low as
fields. The company is of the rently doing well in the pro- benefits package, including 1 .10 percent of assets, in-an atseveral engaging in on-cam- gram," Waksman notes. _
,·-protection against temporary ~~~~ tempt to stay competitive.
pus recruiting activities at
Marketing is another major loss of income and major 1 SERVICES Most funds ofBaruch.
area of opportunity, _often .medical expenses, security ~~~: fer such services as check wri t-

Career Focus: Opportunities 'at IBM

~~~~~s~i~

seven major categories - research, development, programming, manufacturing,
marketing, finance and ad-

l~~~toman~m~and

i

ilirou~retinment,~¢~I~

t

professional options. "IBM- accumulation, disability inmarketing people are the first comeanddeathbenefitsaswell ~j~
line of contact between IBM -as education assistance, vaca- :~;~
and the organizations that buy, tion time and holidays. IBM ~ ~

in~and~~~pa~

~~~~al~~~I~

Baruch are usually hired to
work in business-related
fields such as accounting,
marketing and finance. Re-

product and services," states a
pamphlet available at the Career Services Department.
"They are responsible for de-

employment policy. It has ~~
FUNDI
never laid, off employees.
According
to Waksman, who «~~ ASSETS
graduated from Baruch with a ~g (In millions)

seven times a year to look for
qualified students.
According to an ffiM re-

ness and making customers
more competitive."
Marketing majors usually

~~~mu~~m~b~-

ing and 'tax-free earnings.
Some funds charge as much as
$2 per check while others
charge a. flat yearly account
fee. In order to be able to write
checks, most funds require a
·minimum deposit. Funds that
are part of a large family also
permit switching between
funds by telephone to whichever offers more advantages.
SIZE The size of the fund
could have an impact on its
expenses. This is because large
funds have fixed costs spread
over a broader base, thusallowing for a better absorption '
_Qflosses. Location of the fund
is important, in order .to
'maximize iriteresteamings
because investors typically
want their money earning intereSt rather than
in the.:mail..
.
.The biggest firms usuallyhave
branches in all major cities.
The best performing funds
in the 1980s were Iorig term
.

t

,

Inconsistent To a Fault

.growth·funas,·a.SstOCKronas outperformed gold and .bond
funds. The recent trend .however seems to be foreign funds
thanks ·to a weak dollar and a
teetering economy. The decision on which fund is best will
ultimately be determined the·
scale of preference of the investor, be it safety, yield or
otherwise

DW-ClI&5&&

"We started
absolutely
fantastic, but it
-went downhill
from there. We
just fell apart:"

~

MINIMUM
INITIAL

YIELD

_ _~

~~

AVERAGE.
MATURITY
(Days)

EXPENSE

INVESTMENT RATIO

BMinI9~and~~Ainl~--------------------~--~

1972, "You cannot underesti- i Merrill Lynch
mate the importance of com- ~~ CMA
munication skills." He said ~ $30,022,8

55

$20,000

~~lli~~~~a ~~mMm~~~n~ ~~is~~~~~a~~I~-------------~~--------~

managerofaccounting as well,
"We recruit Baruch students
for mainstream accounting
operations positions in our

sental.ives; who initiate and
develop account strategies and
meet customer needs, or as
ffiM systems engineers, who

students. This is because the· j Vanguard
decision to hire a prospective
MJ.ft Prime
employee rests heavilyon what I $12,569.0
he calls "the 90 second rule." ~

i

8.38

3,000

42

0.31

Acoo~ti~E~~~~~o- se~aste~ni~~~~n~ ~u~~tom~a~~-I~-----------------------~
gram, which eventually leads . to marketing repr.
>ression, because most re- I~. c. t:llty Spartan
8.70
20,000
0.10
43
to management posltions;r--' Boffi~-pOSfbon~-;'p~~ulre-a~
cer-,:--~cruiters maKe theIr decISIons s.: I·......
.. --~-.-. ---- ----.-----.. -.---------~--------.--- .-.----~-----_ ...,...-----.- ~~.-------

I

Twenty-five to -50 students

tain amount o( technical

~eputationfor-agoodacco~t- th~o?gh IBM's intensive

mg programs are recruited
nationwide.
"We recruit more students
from Baruch than any other
school for this program,"

training program.

"Because
ffiM places such importance
on its customers, marketing
representatives are in demand
by all divisions ofthe company

~an~&~s~~

~~~~¢~to~j~"

tributed to the the excellent
accounting program at
Baruch. These students have
muchmore responsibility and
are placed in more advanced

the pamphlet states.
Salaries for these positions
range from the high twenties
to the low thirties, depending
on the location and on the level

-;

--'----_
Later that evening; Baruch

far.~_~

-_..---..'--- . _- --....--.---- -.__
.

in the first 90 seconds," he :~ $8,126.7

fr~~~17~~s~~a b~e~~u~~'~ui~ n~&

easily beat Evers by the scores
.. of15-3, 15-7. Spiegel saidEwrs
had, CIa serious lack of talent.~
She al80added tbat·this gave
her a chance tosiee 8OIIl8.ofher

j~---------------------~

mM.is ~ne of the larg~st ~ DreyfusWorIdwIde
8.85
0.00
'2,500
83
compames In the world WIth; $6,781.7
1989revenuesofmorethan62 jt---------------------..-.;.-----I
billion and an earnings per .;: Kemper
n.
8.33
1,000
~.
share of $6.47. Its shares
MMGov'
currently trade at a 52 week .: $729.2

hi~~$~oo~~w~~~

Stock Exchange.
The ~
company's size and influence : -: Flex-Fund
MM
on Wall Street has earned it
$273.8
the nickname "Big Blue."

White, Nadine Thompson and
Theresa Wong.
On the team's .500 record,
. Spiegel said, tl}t was what I
was going for, but we've been

~

8.31

2,500

0.38

,
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Baruch Stateswomen

~~

~

By Mickey Kramer
and fifth, both lost in three
. Help wanted.
sets by scores of(6-2~3-6~6-4)
. Due to a loss of players and and (6-2, 2-6, 6-0), respectively.
scheduling problems, Coach
In doubles action, Hendricks
BillEng is having a bani time team with Chu to win in three
fielding a complete tennis sets. In the third set they
squad on a daily basis, "I'm trailed 1-5, but won the next
looking for a few experienced six games to win the match.
players that can fit in and help Daniels, ofHendricks, -Shecan
right away."
come back... And conquer."
Without its best player
Cohen and Lejtman won
available (Orapin Loesvidhya, their doubles match by scores
·who only plays on weekends), of6-0, 5-7, 6-1.
.the team played versus 81.-- - Each school had now won.
Francis on Sept. 13..
four matches apiece and the
First-seeded Samantha contest would be decided with, Hendricks won ber match 7-5~ thelast doublesmateh. Harper
~.lIIt.r"~i
6-1. Assistant coach - and and Yong played and lost in
Coach BiU Eng will hlIie (J tough road ahead this season.
former Baruch player-Anna-straight sets.. Eng said,
Daniels called Hendricks~ "They're not my usual combi«llery strong and aggressive.'" nation, but I didn't, have a
Karyn Cohen, seededseeond, choice,"
.
also won her match instraight ,Onhis team's play, Eng. said,
sets, 6-3, 6-3. Daniels said, "Everyoneplayedaslexpected.
"She is very eonsistent with They played well, but against
hersel"Yic:eandgroundstl'okes. a.· talented team, we'll
She improved tremelldously struggle-=- If we had Orapin,
The following nigh~ Baruch
Spiegel said, -nte defense from lastyear.we'd hav, won easily.By Mickey Kramer
.Ldnda Chu, ~he third~· -Notes:_
·Talk-abeutbeingeonsistently- pmy~d._S-t-"Th9m.~!-~~P.v.:!;b~.. 'YI!!' es~alJy~· Th~,- . . . andSo})llyY-r;.MdIdBix~· ..... - .-on SeptU; at tile-National·
together
inconsistent.
setting of· Leona· Lenng . and ·worked.
Septaa
. al·7~mT·h-e . both IOst·iii ~~~t·.~ Win- Tennis· .Center, Baruch
Lillian
Arroyo,
Baruch
evened
,
O
n
The Baruch Stateswomen
Stateswomen traveled to the Ding only one·game each.
trounced Mt. S~Vmeent 7-2,
have split their first six volcourt of Spiegel's alma mate,
Felichia Harper and Eliza- toimprovetheteam'sreeordto
leybe1l matchesin a, -u.eone,
NYU..After ~osing instr'aight beth .Lejtm~ seeded fourth 2-1.
win one...,- fashion.
sets, the Coach said, "We just
On Sept. 14~ the team opened
shouldn't have Oost).its season with a home match
A weeklater, the team played
against Nyack. After winning
at Lehman; due for a win.
the first set 15-1, Baruch would
A vastly inferior Lehman
go on to .1088 the next three
squad won the first two sets by
games by the scores of 10-15,
..... ".
scores of 15-5, 15-9. Baruch
9-15, 13-15.
did ·come from behind. to take
HeadCoech, Carrie Spiegel,
the next three sets (15-1, 15said, 'We started absolutely
12, 15-11). Spiegel was .not
fantastic, but it went downhill
satisfied. '1t washonible. As
from there. Wejustfell apart,"
-Coacb
Spiegel
usual, theyloweredthemselves
Spiegel attributed the loss to
to the other team's level. At
her team's tendency to miss
least
they pulled it out~ but it
serves. ClOur problem was . its record at 1-1 with a 17-15,
was not the way I wanted it.- .
serving. We .Diisaed too many. 15-1~ 15-9 victory.
On Sept. 26 the Stateswomen
playeda doubleheaderagainst
Hunter and Medgar Evers.
The team lost to Hunter in
straightsets(15-8~15-13). The
Coach said, ClIt was rough.
There was some good play, but
we don't have the spiking
power- We~reondefensem08t.
of the time. Hunter was the
best team that we've played so
.>x, . •

Comparing the Funds

rinis~~.~~~
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SO· inconsistent
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~

No kidding: . ,

Source: WaH Str~i1o.i··
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Inslde-ttle---Sc-Fto-ol
of Business
report made public May 10th. 1990 states: "With all evidence
"The freedom to teach not only extends to what is considered...the administration of the SBPA has arrogated to
taught and how it is taught, but also to the faculty's assess- itself functions and duties which belong exclusively to the
ment of the student's academic performana:.."is the way the faculty, and such action violates academic freedom.. ~" It is
.Baruch Faculty Committee on Academic Freedomand Re- understood from reliable sources, that a "memo detailing
sponsibiliJ¥ wrote about the task before them. They were alleged bad handling ofstudents' academic appeals indentified
asked to investigate certain practices and procedures in the the Director ofCurricular Guidance and the Associate·Dean
School of Business and Public Administration (SBPA), and in the SBPA as being responsible.
At the beginning of 1990 students seeking a resal during the spring semester to carry out this task.
They were requested to specfically review the view oftheir performance were apparently denied the chan~
conduct of the Committee on Academic Standing: with " to have their appeals heard. After considerable panic. with
a number of these students trying to gain entry into other
respect to the arbitrary revision of retention standards i.e the
unwarranted imposing of "B probation". This calls for a 3.0 institutions. it was realized that these students' legal rights
or B average each term the student is on probation. The effect were trampled and former president Joel Segall issued a
'presidential pardon' allowing them back for the spring
has been that several thousand were dismissed from Baruch
semester.
as a result of procedures which deprived them of their rights
. . .~y the Committee on Academic Standing did not
to due process. The verdict was not very congratulatory. The

JAC~ET

"Sit in at the
Meeting-"

DAYS
-OCTOBER i-NOVEMBER 1

You are invited to "Sit In At Meetings" and keep fully
abreastofthe activities of your elected government. Come in

ORDER YOUR OWN

PERSONALIZED
BARUCH WOOL AND LEATHER JACKET
FOR $125.00

-----~---------_...:....-_-,.

FOR FURTHER
ThWORMATION OR FOR PLACmGAN
ORDER PLEASE SEE DOROTHY m THE
LOBBY OFTHE STUDENT CENTER
137 E22ND STREET

-
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review ~ appealsis not clear, bat thisdebecle ~odJer
tenuous issues into focus. Abnost 6000 appeals are received
by the SBPA every year but by a committeedecision in 1977
the bulkofthese appeals are seen by.the AssociareDeanand/
or the Director of Curricular Guidanee who give a verdict,
About SO of these are actually presented to thefull committee.
It is alleged that the review process carried out by the two
designees of the committee was whimsical and capricious,
although they attempted to adopt a grading seale withrespect
to the appeals they sent to the full committee.
In the words of the Dean: .. Aftd reviewing all
cases, the Director ofCurricular Guidance andI decide which
cases ·wiU be presented to full conuniuee.The ~t set of
cases presented are tboseabout which we c8JUlOtajree...•We
also tend to·present.C8SeS of students who.have euempled
large numbers of credits•..The third category.. .is an
assortment,..students who have attempted arangeofcredits,...
whose problems stem from remedial courses, grade appeals,
and other matters." There is little doubt that the designees
operated al the behest of the committee, but they were left
open to accusations of prejudice and bias, and the report has
not fully vindicated them.
At least one senior member ofthe faculty has gone
on record and called for the resignation or removal of the
Associate Dean and the Director of Curricular Guidance. It
is noteworthy that without apportioning any blame, or admitting any wrong doings the Director has been transferred from
her position. Furthermore, several department representatives on the Committee on Academic Standing haveresigned,
and it is unclear exactly when appeals will be heard.

and listen to your representatives voice their opinions.

.

The students council got off toa shaky start this semester,
but has progressed by leaps and bounds. At the third meeting
for the semester, Sept. 13~ council was augmented by eight
. DeW members; fivelowet.coUDcillors: AnDRale PauJ,Nkola
Rlcbards; Kevin? Corrlea,LazRedrlgaez "aDd .ArtItUr
Kwok.andthreeuppercouncilmembezs· ElizabethLeJtman,
SbermelSkenittandMkbaelDrummond. Theremaining
vacancies on the upper council werefilled at the nextmeeting,
when Corey ADen and-the Abe EiseDstat were elected.
Considering the renewed interest being shown in student
affairs. it was no surprise that at. the very next meeting,
Gregory Bonilla and Yoon Park were elected to ·lower
council.

"...council got off to a
shaky start...but has
progressed by leaps
and bounds."
After the initial few weeks, government is getting its feet
wet, A councilor recommended a monthly. stipend of $100,
but after a warm debate, a decision was reached to award $SO.
Allan Fields proposed to maintain the teacher excellence .
award, by awarding a plaque to the best teacher chosen by
you, and also have a large plaque located in the college
inscribed with the professor's name.
,
The Council also approved its budgetof estimated expenses
.. . _. and income of$110,698. This year, among otberthinp, they
-n~-~"a~COIlipurer,-arntarealso-giving-$l000 to-'- -~ ~-- - -~
assISt the tutoring labs.
.
~budget for· clubs is $222,542, with th~ largest club
~vmg over S7000 ~d the smallest $300. A warning was
ISsued to all those clubs which have not yet given in their
budgets. The allocatiOn for 1Dlbudgetedclubs is $11,000 and
only 74 clubs have been allocated a budget, coinpared to over
loo.clubs from last semester. Govelnment seems not to be
"taking any prisoners' this year; if you have not submitted
your budget.on time, be prepared to receive a paltry sum.
Come agam next time and 'sit in at the meeting.'
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